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Welcome
With Global Ethics Day and the launch of ACCA’s focus on ‘the power of ethics’, we are
reminded of the importance of ensuring our consciences are reconciled with our actions
The decisions we make determine who

and shed light on the ethical nature

we are and the person we aspire to

of a wide variety of transactions. We

become. They take us on a path that

explore the scrutiny that arts institutions

may change direction, twisting and

are under regarding ethical funding

turning as we follow its course because

following protests: read a summary of

life’s journey is rarely linear. And while

recent events on page 72 and Robert

we may be influenced by the external

Bruce’s insights into the quandary facing

noise – peer pressure, regulation, the

museums and galleries on page 30. And

lure of reward – our choices ultimately

on page 20, Shakil Butt FCCA gives a

come from within, leaving our

personal view of how finance directors

conscience to reconcile itself with our

are best placed within SMEs to ensure

actions and their consequences.

the organisation ‘does the right thing’.

This month marks the start of ACCA’s

For more resources about ethics and the

focus on ‘the power of ethics’, which

professional accountant, visit accaglobal.

highlights the need for businesses

com/powerofethics.

and professional accountants to put

In other news, we take a look at GDPR

an ethical programme at the heart of

one year on, the steps the Big Four are

their operations, and on 16 October it is

taking to ensure they’re upfront about

World Ethics Day. So in this issue you’ll

fees, and how the standard on waste

find a range of articles on related topics.

management will help companies better

In our cover feature on tomorrow’s

measure their impact.

capitalism (page 36), we find out how the

Finally, our big interview on page 12

finance function could lead companies’

features Renault FD Scott Kilbourne

ESG strategies, according to a recent

FCCA, who explains how he is bracing

ACCA/CFA Institute report on social

for Brexit – whenever that might be…

AB

and environmental value creation. On
page 32 we look at how blockchain

Jo Malvern, editor

can provide supply-chain transparency

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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Drax’s Humber power
station is part of the
UK’s first carbon-neutral
industrial cluster. The
company, National Grid
and Norway’s state
energy provider, Equinor,
plan to capture carbon
emissions from factories
and power plants.

Ivanka Trump visited
Paraguay to promote
the US government’s
Women’s Global
Development and
Prosperity Initiative. The
White House adviser
committed US$500m
to support the region’s
women entrepreneurs.

A hoard of Norman coins
found in Somerset earlier
this year may indicate
11th-century tax evasion.
Some coins had been
tampered with, enabling
the ‘moneyer’ who struck
them to avoid paying a
higher levy.

Environmental activists
in Brittany highlighted
the dangers of a
potentially fatal green
algae along the coastline.
Campaigners say
intensive pig, poultry
and dairy farming in the
French region is causing a
build-up of toxic gases.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from around the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
Sports Direct audit

same day it learnt of the

PwC paper

as a stand-alone business.

Grant Thornton (GT) has

demand, which, it said,

PwC has published The

Services that are

resigned as auditor of

was ‘not expected’. Sports

future of audit, a discussion

permitted are quite often

Sports Direct, leaving the

Direct commented that the

paper proposing that audit

complementary to the audit,

company without an auditor.

Big Four firms are unable

evolve to meet the needs

and threats to independence

GT’s decision follows the

to take on the audit for

of a broader group of

can be effectively

company’s statement the day

reasons of conflict of interest.

stakeholders. It says that

mitigated.’ However, the

before it was due to release

The government and the

stakeholders are calling for

report acknowledges that

its financial results that the

Financial Reporting Council

greater focus on a company’s

demonstrating to the public

Belgian tax authorities were

(FRC) are now involved in

future prospects, clearer

that perceived conflicts

demanding payment of

seeking a means to have the

signalling of risk, stronger

of interest are being

€674m in relation to VAT

company audited. Sports

going concern assessments,

appropriately managed is

and penalties. Sports Direct

Direct did not respond to a

a strong viability statement

challenging.

stated that it told GT the

request for comment.

that is explicit on appetite for
risk and greater transparency

Whitaker review

in the audit report. PwC

Anne Whitaker has been

said it recognises the need

appointed chair of the

to enhance the reporting

FRC’s audit quality review

and auditing of companies’

committee and as a member

internal controls.

of its conduct committee.
She is a former EY audit

Audit silo risk

partner and holds a variety of

ACCA and CA ANZ say that

non-executive directorships.

multidisciplinary firms offer

Liz Murrall, director of

the best solution to protect

stewardship and reporting at

the quality of auditing. In

the Investment Association,

their report Audit Quality

has been appointed chair

in a Multidisciplinary Firm,

of the FRC’s corporate

which looks at evidence

reporting council. Andrew

on audit quality gathered

Kail, PwC’s head of financial

from academic sources,

services and a senior audit

French president Emmanuel Macron and US president Donald

policy experts and a study

partner, has joined the FRC’s

Trump have agreed their countries’ compromise on digital

of how regulators worldwide

audit and assurance council.

taxation. France will proceed with its new 3% tax on digital

manage risks, the bodies

services provided by large tech companies, including US

state: ‘There continues to be

Cogital deal collapses

corporations such as Google and Apple. But the measure will

concern that independence

Negotiations for the

initially be limited to two years, and France will repay to US

is compromised in [auditors

possible partial acquisition

companies any revenues exceeding the level subsequently

providing non-audit services],

by Permira of the private

agreed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

in spite of strict rules that

equity firm of Cogital’s group

Development. Amazon said it will pass the costs onto third-

prohibit [this]. In fact, some

of accountancy practices

party sellers. The OECD hopes to agree its plans next year.

have called for audit-only

have broken down after the

firms, effectively siloing audit

two sides were unable to

France/US shake on tax compromise

8
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agree on a valuation. Other

significant benefits to

investigations rose by nearly

Financial secretary to the

private equity firms are

the clients, employees,

8% after the introduction

Treasury, Jesse Norman

understood to be interested

partners and shareholders

of the residence nil rate

MP, said: ‘The government

in buying part of Cogital’s

of both businesses and

band in April 2017. HMRC

has doubled the support

equity stake from its current

create an integrated, UK

investigations into VAT have

available, so that thousands

owners, Hg. The group was

wealth management and

also generated an 18% rise,

more customs experts are on

established in 2016 and

professional services firm.’

garnering an additional

hand to help businesses on

is led by John Connolly,

The merged firm would have

£4.4bn from SMEs over the

and after Brexit day.’

Deloitte’s former UK CEO. Its

over £45bn of assets.

previous year.

Blick Rothenberg. Cogital

HMRC nets tax gain

Training for Brexit

declined to comment;

HMRC investigations into

HMRC has launched a

breaching confidentiality

Permira failed to respond.

high-net-worth taxpayers

£16m programme to help

relating to its former audit

have yielded £1.9bn, analysis

businesses train staff for

client Quindell, now known

S&W merger talks

by law firm Pinsent Masons

Brexit, focusing in particular

as Watchstone. The claim

Mid-tier firm Smith &

has revealed. This is a 58%

on customs declarations.

is made in a lawsuit by

Williamson (S&W) and asset

rise on the previous year’s

The programme will also

Watchstone, which alleges

management company

return on investigations.

encourage appropriate IT

that PwC provided assistance

Tilney are in merger

HMRC also investigated a

investment by companies

to law firm Slater & Gordon,

discussions. A statement

quarter of estates that pay

engaged in international

which was seeking to acquire

from S&W said: ‘A merger

inheritance tax, according

trade. HMRC has already

part of the technology

of S&W and Tilney has

to a freedom of information

trained 3,000 of its agents

and insurance company.

the potential to deliver

request. The number of

in preparation for Brexit.

Watchstone is suing Slater &

brands include Baldwins and

Confidentiality call
PwC has been accused of
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Gordon. PwC is not party to

Grant Thornton’s audit

is seeking to establish a clear

the legal action and declined

is being investigated by

process for the quarterly

to comment.

the FRC.

reporting of non-financial

fifth lowest in the world.

Women launch rival

KPMG fined

those complaints are dealt

According to data from

Two former senior KPMG

KPMG has been severely

with. Firms are expected to

the International Labour

women partners who

reprimanded and fined

notify the FRC of incidents

Organisation, compiled

claimed they were bullied

£5m, discounted to £3.5m,

that could pose a threat to

by RS Components, the

have set-up a competitor.

over its audit of BNY

their reputation.

Netherlands has the shortest

EOS Deal Advisory has been

Mellon. The bank failed to

working week, at 32 hours.

established by Ina Kjaer and

properly manage and report

PwC wins and loses

The country working the

Maggie Brereton to operate

on client assets. KPMG

PwC will replace Deloitte

longest week is Qatar, at

globally. ‘People want a

partner Richard Hinton was

as auditor of FirstGroup,

49 hours.

different way of working

reprimanded and fined

following a mandatory

with greater flexibility in an

£75,000, discounted to

audit rotation tender

inclusive culture,’ said the

£52,500. KPMG admitted it

process. InterContinental

two women. ‘Clients need

failed to train and support

Hotels Group has also

a different way of doing

Hinton, who was not a

appointed PwC as its auditor

deals so they deliver the

partner at the time. The

following a tender exercise,

value expected – for the last

FRC has now been asked

replacing EY. Ineos has

20 years only one-third of

to investigate Deloitte in

appointed Deloitte as its

deals have created value.’

relation to its past audits

auditor after a breakdown

They told the Financial

of H20 Networks, which

in the relationship with

Times that the business

was the victim of a £160m

its previous auditor,

will recruit people from

fraud. The request was

PwC. PwC has resigned

diverse backgrounds, who

made by H20’s founder

as auditor of AIM-listed

feel excluded from the

and former chief executive,

recruitment company

deals advisory market.

Elfed Thomas. Deloitte

Staffline, having raised

declined to comment. An

doubts about its going

KPMG dropped

FRC spokesman said: ‘As

concern status for 2018.

FRP Advisory has been

with all reports and accounts

appointed administrator

of companies that fall within

Carillion lawsuit

of Patisserie Valerie by

the FRC’s remit, if there

KPMG could be sued by PwC

its creditors, in place of

is evidence to suggest

and the Insolvency Service

KPMG. KPMG was subject

non-compliance or audit

as part of the liquidation

to a potential conflict of

failures we would review in

of construction contactor

interest as administrator

accordance with our usual

Carillion, according to the

because it is also the auditor

procedures.’

Financial Times. The legal

Our hours
The average working week

conduct complaints and how

in the UK is 36 hours, the

Netherlands

32

Australia 33

New Zealand 33

Rwanda 33

Denmark 34

Norway 34

Belarus 35

Georgia 35

Germany 35

UK

10

36

of Grant Thornton, which

action would be in relation

could be sued for alleged

Staff misconduct

to KPMG’s role as auditor

negligence over its own

The six largest audit firms

of Carillion, which is being

audit of Patisserie Valerie.

have been instructed by the

investigated by the FRC. The

The retailer is continuing

FRC to report instances of

FT reports that US law firm

in business under the

serious staff misconduct and

Quinn Emanuel has been

ownership of private equity

to provide copies of policies

hired to take legal action

firm Causeway Capital

and procedures related to

against KPMG. Neither

Partners. It is alleged that

internal whistleblowing,

KPMG nor Quinn Emanuel

Patisserie Valerie’s accounts

grievances, discipline and

responded to requests

overstated profits by £94m.

complaints. The FRC said it

for comment.
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Uniting on disability

does not share the views

between compliance with

The Big Four have

expressed in the statement

the code and a professional

Well-qualified

announced they will be

and strongly condemns the

accountant’s responsibility to

One in five FTSE 100

combining for the first time

violence and illegal acts

act in the public interest.

CEOs has an accountancy

to tackle the exclusion of

that have taken place,’ it

disabled people in business.

said. PwC stated: ‘We firmly

Investors ‘to step up’

Robert Half’s FTSE 100 CEO

Deloitte, KPMG and PwC

oppose any action and

The UK Stewardship Code

tracker. A quarter hold an

have announced they will

statement that challenge

has helped drive greater

MBA, the highest proportion

join EY by signing up to

national sovereignty.’

engagement between

since 2016.

The Valuable 500, a global

Deloitte said: ‘We respect

investors and business, but

movement that aims to put

the right of individuals to

there’s more to do to ensure

disability inclusion on the

peacefully express their

that asset managers/owners

global business leadership

views.’ It added: ‘We do not

‘step up’ their interaction

agenda. As part of signing

condone any form of violent

and reporting on key

up, each of the firms has

or illegal behaviour.’ The

business issues, according to

made a pledge on what they

firms stressed support for the

EY. Through its research into

will become accountable for

‘one country, two systems’

how the UK’s top 30 asset

to address disability inclusion

principle.

managers/owners report

within their organisations.

qualification, according to

25%

on and engage with their

Future of finance

investee companies, the firm

The International Federation

found they are most focused

Around 40% of foreign

of Accountants (IFAC)

on environmental and

direct investment (FDI) is

has published a series

governance issues but are

artificial, creates no real

of reports considering

less engaged on areas such

business activity and is

the future of the finance

as audit, corporate reporting,

designed only to avoid tax

function. The series includes

trust and reputation.

liabilities, a study from the

A vision for the CFO and

International Monetary Fund

finance function; Future-fit

Capitalism call

(IMF) has concluded. Some

accountants: roles for the

More and more investors

US$15 trillion a year ‘passes

next decade; and a tool to

are arguing for ‘stakeholder

through empty corporate

help guide transformation.

capitalism’, in which

‘Artificial FDI’

MBA

shells’, claims The Rise

Accountancy
qualification

20%

Oxford/
Cambridge
degree

environmental, consumers’

18%

of Phantom Investments.

Ethics code update

and workers’ concerns

Almost two-thirds of FDI in

The International Ethics

are placed alongside the

Ireland is ‘phantom’, while

Standards Board for

shareholders’ interests.

almost half of all artificial FDI

Accountants (IESBA) is

The Business Roundtable

flowed through either the

consulting on changes to

– representing 181 CEOs

Netherlands or Luxembourg.

the International Code

of large companies –

of Ethics for Professional

has developed a new

Hong Kong positions

Accountants to promote

‘statement of purpose’.

Big Four firms in Hong

the role and mindset

Oxford University’s Saïd

Kong have taken conflicting

expected of accountants.

Business School has brought

positions on the civil

It says the proposals

forward complementary

disobedience there. Three of

aim to strengthen the

proposals, calling for

the firms issued statements

application of professional

company directors to publish

after an advertisement

scepticism. They highlight

‘statements of purpose’

was placed in local media

professional accountants’

alongside financial reports.

claiming to represent the

wide-ranging role in

firms’ employees. ‘EY

society, and the relationship

MA

8%

AB

PhD

5%

Paul Gosling, journalist
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‘Every
manufacturer has
concluded that
emissions targets
will not be met
with traditional
combustion
engines’
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Buckle up
With Brexit and environmental concerns front of mind for consumers, it’s a tricky time
to be in the UK car sector, says Renault Retail Group FD Scott Kilbourne FCCA

O

west London, except for the occasional

2017–present

the biggest impacts affecting the industry is

phone call, the chatter of sales staff and a

Deputy FD, then FD,

the uncertainty.’

radio playing in the background.

Renault Retail Group

n a mid-August Monday
lunchtime, all is quiet in Renault’s

i

‘We are as prepared as we can be. As a

CV

big company, we know the likely impacts on
volumes in the new car market. But one of

vast showroom of new cars in

To illustrate this, Kilbourne points to the
recent ups and downs in his own business.

Scott Kilbourne FCCA, finance director
of Renault Retail Group, is not unduly

2008–17

The first Brexit deadline of 31 March made

concerned. It is a Monday after all, and the

Franchise development

for a tough start to the year. Following the

quiet time gives staff the chance to catch

manager, Renault UK

delay to the UK’s departure from the EU,
the group experienced a good period from

up after a busy weekend of sales.

2005–07

March to May. ‘But now we have uncertainty

largest Renault dealership in the UK – the

Group financial controller,

again, people shy away from larger

group has 18 sites around the country –

Horners Motor Group

purchases,’ he says.

business that last year sold 40,000 new

1995–2004

Carbon squeeze

and used cars. Wholly owned by France’s

FD, Trinity Motors of Hinckley

And if Brexit was not enough to contend

As FD and company secretary of the

Kilbourne presides over a £625m turnover

Renault group, it is the largest retailer for

with, the motor industry faces a further

Renault brands in the UK, with a portfolio of

1989–95

challenge – emission standards, introduced

cars ranging from compact city runabouts

Management accountant,

ironically enough by the EU. Manufacturers

such as the Clio and new electric Zoe to

Cowie Motor Group

will have to hit a carbon emission average

large four-wheel-drive vehicles such as the
Captur and Koleos.
As part of the global Renault-Nissan alliance, it also sells

of 95g/km across all new cars by 2021, while
the worldwide harmonised light-vehicle
test procedure to determine the levels of pollutants, carbon

cars produced by Nissan – even though the two brands

dioxide emissions and fuel consumption will radically alter the

are effectively competitors – as well as Renault’s Romanian

look and feel of the motor industry.

subsidiary Dacia. In the showroom are Alpines, a recently

‘The sector will have to move to hybrid or electric vehicle

resurrected sports car that promises a racier motoring

sales to maintain its efficiency,’ Kilbourne says. ‘The reality is

experience. In fact, Kilbourne confesses to have sold an Alpine

that every manufacturer has come to the conclusion that the

A110 to The Grand Tour co-presenter James May, who he says

target will not be met with traditional combustion engines.

proclaimed it the best car he had driven in 2018.

There are also the challenges of consumer awareness and range

However, Kilbourne does concede that Renault Retail is a
business in a sector that faces challenges. Two that currently
loom particularly large include Brexit and the environment.
Brexit is having an impact on all UK sectors but is keenly felt

anxiety over fully electric vehicles, as well as the infrastructure
for charging vehicles and the service requirements.’
The concerns seem well founded given what has happened
with diesel-powered cars, where sales have fallen off a cliff,

in an organisation with its roots firmly on the other side of the

even though the engines themselves are considerably cleaner

English Channel. ‘Brexit will hit us at two levels,’ Kilbourne

than their predecessors. But the flight from diesel is seeing

explains. ‘The impact of a no-deal Brexit could be quite

customers head back towards petrol and hybrid cars rather

significant to the motor trade, purely because most of our

than all-out electric vehicles.

cars are sourced from Europe. There will be an exchange rate

‘Sales of alternatively fuelled cars are up massively in terms

impact and the potential for a World Trade Organisation tariff

of percentages, but still form only a very small part of overall

that will be applied. As such, it is a big risk to us.

sales,’ Kilbourne says.
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Trinity Motors’ finance director left, and Kilbourne took on the

Tips

position, later moving to Horners Motor as group financial
controller, and arrived at Renault in 2008.

*

‘Get a structured qualification. Five of my finance staff

Kilbourne says: ‘Working for a family business requires a

are ACCA members. The area is moving very quickly,

number of skills – they tend to be cash-constrained but bring

so CPD is really important. It is easy to say CPD takes

discipline that can sometimes be forgotten or ignored by

up time, but it is worth it. And don’t underestimate the

larger companies. You don’t forget those disciplines.’

support available from ACCA – they are always available

His first nine years at Renault was spent developing its
network of franchises, by bringing in dealerships, managing

at the end of a phone.’

the exit of others, and developing those within the network.

*

‘My first boss told me not to be afraid to make a

‘I was like an interim finance director for the franchise partners

decision. Sometimes you can spend too much time

we were working with,’ Kilbourne says.
Then in 2017 the opportunity arose to take on the FD role.

justifying a decision.’

‘The current FD was retiring, and I was able to benefit from a

i

structured handover over six months,’ Kilbourne explains.

Basics

No two days are the same for Kilbourne. His tight financial
reporting deadlines require him to work with his finance team

£625m

two to three days a week. On the other days, he likes to get

Turnover in 2019

out and visit the 17 other sites around the country, kicking the
business’s tyres.

New 21,000, used 18,000

The group was an early adopter of FRS 101, the Reduced
Disclosure Framework, for subsidiaries of companies that report

Cars sold in 2019

under IFRS Standards, and Kilbourne

830

made the transition from old-style

Number of employees

UK GAAP. He is now gearing up for
reporting under IFRS 16, Leases,

1.5m

from the 2019 year-end.
‘IFRS 16 feels strange from a

Number of Renaults currently on
the road in the UK

The return of consumer confidence
will be key to growth in the car
market, but there is one area that
is succeeding – as consumers
look for value, they are turning to

‘If you can summon
a car that will drive
you anywhere, will
you still want to
own one, or will cars
become a service?’

models such as the Dacia. The Dacia
Sandero starting price is £6,995
– about the same as two and a half decent sofas, but with
considerably more moving parts.

consistency point of view,’ he says.
The site of Renault Retail’s head
office in west London, alongside
the A40, was originally acquired
in 1904 for £40,000. But leasehold
properties will be held on the books
at much higher values. ‘I could see
the standard being changed so that
freehold properties are accounted
for at fair value,’ he says.

The head office finance function, based in the same west
London office, is a team of three who manage treasury,
property accounts and recharges. There is a centralised sales

First gear

and purchase ledger function in the Midlands, while admin is

Kilbourne began his career in the motor trade shortly after

regionalised, as some functions need day-to-day support on

leaving school at 16 when he became a credit controller at

the ground. All the accountants have to work in the business.

a local dealership that was part of Cowie (a company that

‘The management accountants are co-pilots of the business;

subsequently morphed into Arriva) in Leicester. After rising to

they sit alongside the general managers,’ Kilbourne says.

assistant branch accountant, he moved to family-owned Trinity

14

As well as selling cars, the group offers financing options.

Motors of Hinckley as a management accountant and focused

These are regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority,

on completing his ACCA Qualification. Within two years,

and Kilbourne points out that there has to be a clear control
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process in the retail environment, which includes random

enter the market, the increased competition will lead to

spot checks and powerful analytical tools that can identify

even more development. Allied to this, self-driving cars are

exceptions. ‘It is a belt and braces approach,’ he says

expected to have a considerable impact on the market. The

unapologetically, ‘and we have a full-time compliance officer.’

Clio 5 and all new Capturs will have technology similar to that

Perhaps ironically for someone surrounded by cars all day
long, his main leisure pursuit is cycling. He says: ‘I used to be

in the driverless all-electric Tesla, Kilborough says.
But then he poses an existential question. ‘If you can

very keen and always had the bike in the back of the car. It is

summon a car, one that will drive you anywhere, will you still

a great way to achieve a work/life balance or just to get away

want to own a car, or will cars become a service?’ he asks. ‘It is

from it all for a while.’

a real unknown, but I think cars will remain a passion purchase

His work/life balance benefits greatly from a wife who is very
understanding about the long hours he sometimes needs for

for many people.’
Talking of passion purchases, there is one final, crucial

work. ‘I live an hour’s drive away from here, so I can use the

question that needs an answer: Top Gear or The Grand Tour?

time to unwind,’ he says. For the record, he drives a Koleos,

Without hesitation but perhaps mindful of who has just bought

which has more than enough room in the back for the bike.

one of the Alpines in the showroom, he answers: ‘It has to be

Kilbourne expects to see rapidly growing interest in electric

The Grand Tour, all the way.’

AB

vehicles. From a standing start five years ago, there has
already been significant progress, and as more manufacturers

Philip Smith, journalist
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25%

The view from
Declan Scully FCCA, European financial controller at
Penn Engineering, on working in manufacturing
Penn Engineering is the

This has brought a lot of

of organisations globally said they

European headquarters

positive change to our

would prioritise a consideration of

of the US multinational

finance and IS teams. It

the ethical implications of artificial

engineering and

means we can spend much

intelligence before implementing it.

manufacturing company.

more time working with

Source: PwC

The facility, based in

key departments within

Galway, makes fasteners

the business, such as

Audit outside Big Four

for a wide range of

operations, supply chain

industries across Europe, serving the

and sales. There is a major focus in Penn

More than half of FTSE 350 companies

automotive, sustainable energy and

Engineering on providing accurate,

are willing to consider firms outside

general industrial markets. In my role

timely and most of all relevant data to

the Big Four for future audit contracts,

as European financial controller, I lead

management and other key personnel.

according to a survey by ICSA and the

a team of seven within finance, and

We are at the heart of decision-making,

Financial Times. One in five of the 65

a further three people in information

providing advice and enhancing

companies that responded said they

systems (IS).

commercial awareness across the
organisation.

would be changing their auditor in
the next year as a result of mandatory

In recent years, the transactional and

audit rotation requirements. More than

standard reporting aspect of finance

I see the evolution of finance and IS

half of the companies have changed

has become much more efficient and

continuing into the future. In addition

remuneration policies as a response to

automated. For example, cheque

to ensuring financial control and the

pressure from investors.

books have been replaced by SEPA

protection of the company’s assets, I

(single euro payments area), payslips are

look forward to my own role developing

automatically emailed to employees,

and my contribution continuing to grow

Eddie Stobart Logistics has announced

biometric time and attendance systems

within the company, both locally and

that it is to adopt a more prudent

have replaced clock cards, and the

across the wider organisation.

approach to revenue recognition and

month-end closing process itself has

that a review of its accounting policies

reduced from five or six working days

The company has a strong sense of

will be undertaken in conjunction with

to just three.

giving back to our local community.

Stobart’s problems

its auditors, PwC. It will also consider

The finance and IS teams help maintain

policy on provisions and will review its

the Circle of Life garden in Salthill,

dividends policy. PwC had discovered
a £2m error in the company’s 2018
results. Group CEO Alex Laffey
stood down with immediate effect
when the announcement was made.
Trading in the company’s shares was
suspended after the announcement. An
existing shareholder, DBAY Advisors,
subsequently made a preliminary
expression of interest to acquire the
company’s entire share capital.

I try to abide by
the idea of not
being afraid to hire
someone better
than yourself and
recognise that the
support of the team
is vital to success

a beautiful garden dedicated to the
memory of organ donors. It is a haven
of peace and tranquillity in one of the
busiest areas of the city.
I have been lucky to have had a few
great mentors; I have learned a lot, and
I continue to learn. I try to abide by the
idea of not being afraid to hire someone
better than yourself and recognise that
the support of your team, and family, is
vital to success.

16
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Right side of the law
Breaching data protection law carries serious consequences, but there are steps
companies can take to offset their risk, as Victoria McMeel and Edward Smith explain
Dates of birth, NI numbers and
banking details of 100,000 Morrisons
staff were published online in 2014.

Nearly 18 months after the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
came into effect, the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) is to issue
its first significant fines under the
legislation. One of these may be as
high as £183m.
Although the UK regulator for data
protection, the ICO, is responsible for
overall GDPR compliance, it is the law
courts that will hear civil cases about
personal data breaches. Their recent
ruling in the case of the Morrisons
payroll data breach suggests a new

CPD

trajectory for incidents involving internal
breaches of personal data and provides
an insight into the types of claim that
may become commonplace.
Understanding the implications of the
Morrisons case as a landmark ruling is
vital for employers of all sizes. Although
the claim was made under the Data
Protection Act 1998, it is evidence of the
seriousness with which data breaches
are met. It is also the first class-action
nearly 100,000 Morrisons employees

of personal data – specifically payroll

to a file-sharing website in early 2014.

data – which included home addresses

Morrisons employee, Andrew Skelton,

Skelton worked as a senior internal

and bank account details. Not only

who uploaded the personal data of

auditor and had access to large volumes

did he release the data in the public

suit covering a data breach.
The case centres on a rogue

domain, he did so under the name of

The GDPR

another employee.
Separate criminal proceedings found

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect on 25 May 2018,

Skelton was motivated by a grudge he

causing many companies across the EU to baulk at the prospect of a fine of €20m or

held against Morrisons stemming from

4% of annual global turnover, whichever is the higher, for non-compliance.

a historical and unrelated disciplinary

Introduced against the backdrop of the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica data

incident. He was jailed for eight years

scandal, the GDPR governs data protection and privacy for all individuals within the

for fraud and data misuse. However,

EU and the wider European Economic Area (EEA).

5,518 employees subsequently brought

It is designed to give individuals more control over the handling of their personal

litigation against the supermarket

information. It not only imposes strict rules on the processing of data within the EU

chain directly, claiming that as Skelton’s

but also addresses the transfer of personal data outside of the EU and EEA.

employer it had both primary and
vicarious liability for his actions.

18
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The High Court found that Skelton’s
employment was directly linked to the

Protection packet

personal information he disclosed.

Some tips for avoiding corporate breaches of the GDPR.

Morrisons had deliberately given him

*

the job of processing that information,

Risk-assess key personnel. Have a robust recruitment process to identify
individuals who are qualified and responsible in their handling of personal data

did not appropriately manage the

to reduce unintentional and unauthorised data breaches. Ensure their duties are

fallout of his disciplinary sanction and

backed up by robustly drafted employment contracts and policies.

did not effectively assess the risk of
letting a disgruntled employee handle

*

highly sensitive information.
The court ruled a sufficient connection
existed between Skelton’s actions and

Restrict access to personal data. This will naturally decrease your exposure to
risk. Only employees who require access to personal data to fulfil their duties
should be given it.

*

Implement appropriate policies and data-handling procedures. All employers
should have effective GDPR privacy notices and data protection policies in

the course of his employment, making

place. There should also be robust technological safeguards such as the use of

Morrisons vicariously liable for his

encryption to prevent unauthorised access to personal data. Sufficient monitoring

actions. The fact that Skelton disclosed

should be in place to record and mitigate the copying of large data files.

the data from his home computer and
outside his working hours was not

*

deemed a significant enough factor
to break the connection between his
employer and the data breach, nor was

*

Monitor disaffected employees and risk-assess their responsibilities. Employees
who have raised grievances or been the subject of disciplinary action can
become disaffected. In the Morrisons case, the employee had been disciplined

found relevant to the case.

but was still asked to handle significant amounts of employee data.

*

Keep records of data incidents and implement breach notifications and
response plans. This will help inform new policies and procedures. An

liability in October 2018. However, as of

efficient response to data breaches reduces their impact and could avoid any

April 2019, Morrisons has been given

consequences entirely.

permission to take its appeal to the UK
Supreme Court.
What is certain is that the case makes

*

CPD

original High Court decision of vicarious

not only the employer who may be liable for data breaches. Liability extends to
employees, who may incur personal and criminal sanctions.

his motive to cause harm to Morrisons
The Court of Appeal upheld the

Train employees in the consequences of data breaches. Make clear that it’s

Review employees’ use of personal devices and introduce a policy for ‘bring
your own device’ working. Blurring the lines between work and home can
increase the likelihood of an unauthorised data breach.

for uneasy reading for employers, who
may now be liable for the misuse of
personal data by a rogue employee

procedures to protect against financial

The Court of Appeal has suggested

even if they are otherwise compliant

that ‘the solution is to ensure against

liability for data leaks. In addition to

with GDPR, and even if the wrongdoing

such catastrophes and losses caused

exploring insurance options, they can

was intended to damage them.

by dishonest or malicious employees’.

take the steps outlined in the panel

In principle, businesses will be

above. Whatever the outcome of the

able to insure against the risk of an

Morrisons case, it is clear that falling foul

unauthorised data breach either through

of the GDPR is both easier and has far

a public liability policy or a bespoke

more painful consequences than many

cyber-insurance policy.

companies may have imagined.

Employers may
now be liable for
the misuse of
personal data by
a rogue employee
even if they are
otherwise GDPRcompliant

AB

However, such policies may not fully
cover a company’s exposure. Malicious

Victoria McMeel is a director and

conduct such as Skelton’s may fall

solicitor and Edward Smith is an

outside the scope of a standard cyber-

associate at Vistra Corporate Law.

insurance policy. Insurers may also
introduce limits and exclusions following
the decision in the Morrisons case.
First and foremost, then, employers
should examine their internal

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Beyond reproach
It is the role of professional accountants to be the moral arbiter and to set an ethical
example for SMEs that are short on resources, believes Shakil Butt FCCA
There was a joke from my early days

of departments such as finance, HR,

with insights that feed into the decision-

as a junior accountant in which a

procurement and internal audit. But in

making process. We bring great value

number of accountants applied for a

the case of SMEs, which tend not to

by reporting on the past year, giving

role where they were presented with

have such a plethora of functions, the

real-time information on the here and

some figures and asked to report back

accountant’s role becomes critical in

now, as well as financial modelling and

on them. After running the numbers

promoting ethical behaviour.

forecasting what the future will look like.

through some spreadsheets, the

The view that an accountant is
just meant to report the numbers is

place in the boardroom, but this

depicting varying degrees of financial

outdated and an injustice to the value

privilege also comes with opportunity,

loss depending on how they treated

an accountant brings to organisations.

or to put it another way, ‘with great

certain items. This happened in all

The mantra from my student days

power comes great responsibility’ – if

cases except one, when the applicant

was that an accountant needs to ‘be

necessary, in this case, to protect

asked the interview panel: ‘What do

and be seen to be’ beyond reproach.

the organisation from itself. The

you want the report to say?’, to which

We are schooled to uphold the name

accountant can not only help shape

the interview panel responded: ‘You

of our professional body by acting

ethical practices by instilling policies
and processes that support ethical

can start on Monday’.
It was a joke told by accountants to

behaviour but also by having scrutiny

other accountants of a bygone age

I have come to
realise that the
numbers are purely
a reflection of the
people and the
way they conduct
themselves in
their roles

wherein they themselves might be
regarded at worst as being immoral
or at best just presenting a financial
narrative or being just a bookkeeper
– reporting the numbers and turning
a blind eye to what went on in the
organisation. That was then. Perceptions
(and actuality) have changed
considerably over the last two decades,
with the professional accountant now
being in the best position to champion

that transcends the numbers.

A reflection of people
As the former accountant of an
organisation, I used to believe
completely and utterly that I was
well positioned as its most important
function. I regarded the accounts as
being the organisation’s heart, because
everything that happened happened
through my department. I had line of
sight of all the money coming in and

ethical behaviour.

going out. I saw every expense and
in an upright manner, with integrity

every supporting document.

Critical role

and professionalism. Similarly, as an

I have since come to realise the

Ethics should sit with everyone

accountant, it is reassuring to know

numbers are just a reflection of the

across the length and breadth of the

that my professional body will back

people and the way they conduct

organisation, but it is often the senior

me if I feel I need to raise a concern

themselves in their roles, ethically or

leadership team that has responsibility

over something I regard as being

otherwise. We accountants have a

for creating a workplace culture,

questionable, dubious or unethical.

unique window into the organisation

encouraging people to behave in a

20

This secures the accountant their

applicants presented a financial report

After the CEO, the CFO is often

that few get to look through.

morally correct manner in the pursuit

the most visibly important person in

Every accountant is a witness to what

of organisational objectives while

organisations, the go-to adviser for

goes on in their respective organisation,

living its stated values. In reality, ethical

many senior leaders, regarded as the

and in my case it gave me at the very

conduct is addressed through a number

level-headed one in the room, armed

least a sense of who was frugal in their
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spending and who was extravagant.

The enlightened accountant

organisation’s reputation and ability to

One example was the distasteful

As accountants, we are trained to focus

do business is clearly no joke.
The enlightened accountant is

practice among some staff competing

on the bottom line, to maximise return

with one another to buy the latest

for stakeholders, minimise losses and

therefore indispensable to their

phone handset, which, while budgeted

safeguard the assets of the business.

workplace. They understand that

for, was not necessary. It was a symptom

By extension this includes ensuring

numbers alone do not always represent

and a practice of self-indulgence and

businesses behave ethically, as to

the greatest value to an organisation,

out-of-control egos. Another example

do otherwise can be costly, whether

and when they add the ethical

was the manner in which certain

this is through increased employee

dimension to their role, they really do

individuals would claim expenses that

relations issues distracting staff from

add up to more than the total of their

clearly were for personal items but had

their work or expensive tribunal

component parts.

been signed off by their line manager,

claims or, worse still, a PR disaster

indicative of either poor management

when the issue becomes public

Shakil Butt FCCA is an HR and

or favours being given to staff members.

knowledge. Something that impacts the

leadership professional.
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Alternative reality
Alternative data is a red-hot topic in the investment community, driving a decisionmaking revolution. Alison Thomas explains what it is and why it matters
Active investors are voracious

who’s not, monitoring online retail data

consumers of data. The company

(eg which products rate highly, which

reports, investor presentations and

are heavily discounted, and so on) and

the like that they devour are essential

Investors are quick
to share stories of
alternative data
that highlights
inconsistencies
in management
messages

reading for many. Yet information from
those established sources simply isn’t
enough for investors to outperform.
For that, they need an edge that few
others enjoy. And for many, that edge
lies in ‘alternative data’.
Alternative data refers to data used by
investors to gain insight into a company
that comes from sources outside of that

evaluating airline bookings.
But web scraping is just the tip of the
alternative data iceberg. If you want to
know how much people are spending
on food delivery, streaming services
or gaming, you can buy app usage
data. If retail revenue tracking is more
your bag, then credit/debit card data
or email receipts may be the answer.
Geolocation data allows the analysis of

company. The concept is as old as the

foot traffic, while automatic identification

investment hills. Think back to the days

Greenwich Associates, web-scraped

system tracking lets analysts forecast

of hedge fund managers employing

data (ie data automatically gathered

oil price movements or predict the

minions to monitor shipments of cars

from websites) is the most popular type

next big corporate deal by tracking the

across the US border. But its current

of alternative data. Capital markets

movements of oil tankers and corporate

incarnation is as different to the minion

consultancy Opimas estimates that

jets respectively. Or consider the ability

era as carrier pigeon is to email. It’s big

web scraping for investment purposes

of satellites or drones to offer data

business too, with AlternativeData.org

accounts for a remarkable 5% of all web

as diverse as crop yields, oil and gas

estimating that the buy-side will spend

traffic – and it expects that figure to

production, the status of construction

over US$1bn on alternative data in 2019

grow rapidly in coming years.

projects or supply chains.

– up from US$232m in 2016.
According to Demystifying Alternative
Data by management consultancy

Use of this data is as varied as the
web itself but includes analysing job

Software insight

listings to figure out who’s hiring and

As these examples illustrate, the sources
of alternative data are vast and growing

Pitfalls of alternative data

by the day. But it’s not just new streams
of data that define the age of alternative

The use of alternative data is not necessarily plain sailing, for the following reasons:

data; it’s also the availability of software

*

that lets users turn data into insight.

*

Much of the data is unstructured. To make it decision-useful, investors need to
define and apply a consistent set of tags. This isn’t easy and often requires teams

Take natural language analytical tools.

of experienced data analysts.

These transform investors’ ability to

The data series may not be long enough to be useful. It may, for example, need

assess consumers’ sentiment towards

to cover an economic cycle.

products or companies. In Harnessing

*

The user may not have sufficiently agile internal processes to take advantage of

the data science revolution, Ben Wicks

time-sensitive insights.

and Mark Ainsworth describe how

*
*

Well-used data sets, while often cheaper to buy, are unlikely to offer an edge.

Schroders used sentiment analysis to

The data may not be legal to use. The Facebook/Cambridge Analytica

assess the ongoing impact of health

controversy brought into sharp focus the legal pitfalls that can accompany the

scares at the US outlets of restaurant

use of data by third parties.

chain Chipotle. In similar vein, in early
2019, Mike Chen, dynamic equity

22
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Sentiment software has been used
to assess the consumer impact of
food safety issues at Chipotle.
director for asset manager PanAgora,

such data, and 42% think the resulting

their fingertips, and the technologies

reported it had expanded its exposure

performance advantage lasts for at

used to process that data in real time.

to China by launching a self-learning

least four years.

Perhaps more importantly, businesses
need to consider the balance of

algorithm designed to decipher the
sentiment behind Chinese cyberslang –

Keeping up

messaging in communications. Investors

an idiom used by retail investors to get

Does the explosion in the use of

are quick to share stories of alternative

around government censorship.

alternative data sound the death knell

data that highlights inconsistencies in

for traditional forms of corporate

management messages. Does weather

outperform? BlackRock CEO Larry Fink

reporting? Not according to Wicks, head

really account for poor performance

thinks so. In his letter to shareholders in

of data insights and research innovation

in a Brazil subsidiary? Do a company’s

the investment company’s 2018 annual

at Schroders. ‘The report and accounts

Glassdoor reviews support its assertion

report, he says portfolio managers are

will always remain the gold standard,’

that employees are its number one

‘integrating alternative data sources

he says. ‘There’s a wealth of data in it

asset? Does a product’s online reviews

and data science techniques into

that only companies can credibly supply.

indicate the home run implied by

their investment processes in order to

Added to that, it’s audited.’

management’s narrative report?

Does alternative data help investors to

generate more alpha’.

Those who cannot resist the urge to

Nevertheless, this data revolution
has consequences for all involved

take a rosy view of performance may do

Associates’ study found that 71% of

in corporate reporting. First, to

well to stop and reflect: do investors see

participants believe alternative data

communicate effectively with investors,

an alternative reality?

generates alpha, 30% of quant funds

it’s important to keep up to speed on

attribute at least 20% of their alpha to

the types of information they have at

BlackRock is not alone. The Greenwich

AB

Alison Thomas is a consultant.
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So long, landfill
The Global Reporting Initiative’s updated standard on waste management will help
companies better measure their impact and encourage creative solutions to the crisis
Businesses globally could save US$1

economy, in which we treat waste as

Monetising waste

trillion annually through better resource

an input material for production, a

Regarding ‘waste’ products as a

management, according to analysis

new approach to reporting is needed.

resource rather than as items to be

from the United Nations Environment

This standard will help companies

put in the ground is transforming

Programme and the International Solid

better understand and measure their

the waste management sector. The

Waste Programme. But that is just one

waste impacts, disclosing reliable

Waste Management Market Overview

of several reasons why waste should be

and comparable data that ultimately

estimates that the global waste

tightly controlled: corporate reputation

supports better decisions. It also

management industry’s turnover in 2017

and investor concern are other factors,

encourages creativity and lateral

was around US$300bn and is poised to

while reporting standards are also an

thinking – something that’s needed to

expand at an annual rate of 6%, to reach

increasingly important pressure.

tackle the issue internationally.’

nearly US$500bn by 2025.

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is

While the Environmental Services
Association (ESA), the sector’s UK trade

and resource management review

and waste standard. At the heart of

body, was not involved in developing

concluded that in the UK the industry

this is the move towards the circular

the new standard, it supports the

employs more than 70,000 people and

economy: avoiding waste disposal

measures. ‘Better measuring and

has a turnover in excess of £9bn. The

by reusing and recycling materials.

reporting of waste can only be a

sector’s reorientation towards resource

GRI describes this as ‘a fundamental

good thing,’ says ESA spokeswoman

reuse has driven a big rise in merger

shift in the perception of waste – from

Anita McCarthy. ‘Consistent, reliable

and acquisition deals, the firm says.

an unwanted burden to a source of

data on waste flows is critical to drive

valuable materials’.

investment in infrastructure and ensure

to which waste is recycled is clear. Many

Changes to the previous standard

The potential to increase the extent

we extract the maximum amount of

offices, for example, still use single-

reflect, says GRI, best practice in

value from the waste. Already a duty

sided printer options, print emails

waste management and the input of

of care requires businesses to take

unnecessarily, use disposable cups and

stakeholders. These include a stronger

due diligence when managing their

don’t have recycling bins.

relationship between materials and

waste. Understanding the national legal

Significantly, the tipping point has

waste; an emphasis on waste generated

requirements must complement the use

now arisen in the UK and many other

in the value chain; recognition of the

of any voluntary standard.’

countries where the financial cost of

positive role of solution providers;

disposal now exceeds that for having

and reporting on waste streams.

effective systems in place to recycle.

The proposed new standard would
remove the need for disclosures on
the transportation of hazardous waste,
recognising that there is insufficient
information to assess the impact of this.
‘The draft GRI Waste Standard
recognises that our linear, “takemake-waste” approach is contributing
towards a global waste crisis,’ says
Judy Kuszewski, chair of the GRI Global
Sustainability Standards Board. ‘As
the world moves to a more circular

24

Grant Thornton’s 2018 Annual waste

in the process of updating its effluents

‘As the world moves
to a more circular
economy, in which
we treat waste as
an input material
for production, a
new approach to
reporting is needed’

With landfill tax standard rates in the
UK rising to £94.15 per tonne from April
next year (£3 per tonne for the lower
rate, for inert waste) – plus collection
charges – companies can and should
achieve significant savings by investing
in better resourced recycling systems.
The Chartered Institute of
Procurement and Supply says that for
many businesses, waste disposal costs
can equal 4% to 5% of their turnover.
Veolia’s waste management business in
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the UK has pointed out that it has ‘now

Taking the pledge

reached a stage where it is much more

The New Plastics Economy Global Commitment is led by the Ellen MacArthur

expensive to send waste to landfill than

Foundation and UN Environment. It aims to create ‘a new normal’ for plastic

it is to recycle’.

packaging, with increasingly challenging targets. Its 250 members include some of
the world’s largest consumer brands, which pledge to eradicate plastic waste and

Behaviour change

pollution at source, supporting a circular economy in which plastics never become

Changing consumer behaviour

waste; eliminating problematic, single-use and unnecessary plastic packaging;

is also driving corporate action.

ensuring all plastic packaging can be easily and safely recycled or composted; and

Unilever has turned many of its

increasing the reuse and recycling of plastic packaging.

leading products – including Dove,
Persil and Wall’s – into ‘sustainable
Increasingly, the approach of

living brands’, with ethical and social

is now engaged in meeting even

purpose commitments that include

more demanding targets, including

companies like Unilever will be seen

halving their environmental footprint.

reducing waste associated with product

not as unusual, but the norm. Reporting

The group says these product ranges

disposal by half within two years and

standards may play an important role in

are growing 69% faster than the rest

ensuring that all its plastic packaging

that transformation.

of the business and delivering 75%

will be fully reusable, recyclable or

of the company’s growth. Unilever

compostable by 2025.

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Disclosing arguments
Given a lack of adequate climate-related corporate disclosures and the growing
urgency around climate change, Barbara Davidson asks if it is time to mandate
We are all aware that action is needed

Climate Disclosure Standards Board

the resilience of company strategies,

to address the effects of climate

(collectively, the NGOs) are among the

both of which are critical inputs to

change. In 2018 the world’s largest

more prominent bodies to develop

investment valuations and decisions. In

companies reported US$1 trillion at

frameworks and standards for companies

response, there is talk about mandating

risk from climate impacts. Recent

to use to provide such information.

corporate climate-related disclosures.

scientific information calls for making

But is now the right time? And if so,

‘finance flows consistent with low

including recommendations by the

greenhouse gas emissions and climate-

Financial Stability Board’s Task Force on

resilient development’. The European

Climate-related Financial Disclosures

To mandate or not?

Commission (EC) estimates that

(TCFD) for disclosing climate-risks and

Investors need reliable information that

€180bn a year in additional investments

opportunities, the EU’s guidelines on

is easy to find and comparable across

is needed to meet EU climate and

reporting climate-related information

entities. This non-financial (or extra-

energy targets alone.

and a recently formed Project Task Force

financial) information is typically outside

on Climate-related Reporting.

financial accounting and reporting

To evaluate and respond to climate
risks and opportunities, investors need

26

Public policy efforts are also growing,

While many companies support these

should a single body oversee this?

boundaries. It is not standardised,

good data. A variety of organisations

endeavours, there has been limited

making it less comparable. It is

recognise this. The Global Reporting

uptake. Investors are frustrated by the

frequently located in separate,

Initiative, the Sustainability Accounting

lack of transparency and inconsistent

company-specific sustainability reports,

Standards Board, the CDP (formerly

information around the financial impacts

and is rarely assured. Mandating a

Carbon Disclosure Project), and the

of climate change on businesses and

single set of disclosures would:
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*

force companies to incorporate

It is familiar with the growing pains that

financial risks, as well as opportunities

material climate or environmental,

non-financial reporting is experiencing.

and strategies, is key to ensuring

social and governance (ESG) matters

It has strong due process, a funding

effective financial markets. Voluntary

into their governance framework,

procedure, a clear governance structure,

measures, while laudable, have not

and liaise across functions, including

and focuses on a primary stakeholder

yielded sufficient information in a timely

senior management, to evaluate

group: investors. It would not have to

fashion. Urgent action is required.

risks, impacts and strategies

reinvent the wheel; it could consolidate

Stakeholder support is strong and there

*

increase transparency and improve

and codify the wealth of existing

is ‘political will’ in many countries for

stakeholder dialogue

guidance from NGOs and governments,

a single mandatory set of disclosures.

*

help investors identify opportunities,

drawing from their vast knowledge and

Oversight by a single body will help us

such as technologies that can

experience. It could address concerns

move forward.

contribute to a low-carbon economy,

around issues such as materiality.

so lowering the cost of capital

However, this is not currently within

climate change will not wait. So why not

ensure information is prepared

accounting standard-setters’ remits, so

act now while we still can?

to similar levels as accounting

agreeing on their role in this process

information, is assured and is

could present a significant barrier.

*

included within annual reports.

Whatever happens next, the effects of
AB

Barbara Davidson has 20 years’

The ‘long-term’ effects of climate

experience in international financial

This cannot be fixed overnight. It

change are happening today. A clear

markets and was formerly head of

takes time for companies to gather

understanding of the associated

investor engagement at the IASB.

the information. Those that have
started implementing the TCFD
recommendations need two or three
more years to get them right. Despite

Too much too soon?

this, some argue that it is still too soon

Argument against mandating

Response

to go down the mandatory disclosure

Determining the financial impact of
climate-related risks is complex and
costly. The lack of standard metrics
and uncertainty in how to demonstrate
resilience under different climate
scenarios limit uptake.

The EC’s technical expert group on
sustainable finance is developing
a taxonomy for environmentally
sustainable activities. The TCFD
published a technical supplement on
scenario analysis and is considering
further guidance. Investors appreciate
that this is an iterative process and that
disclosures will improve over time.

There is an additional cost and burden
of providing these disclosures, without a
corresponding benefit.

Only material information should be
disclosed. Identifying this data can help
improve risk management and dialogue
with investors, and lower capital costs.

There is already disclosure overload.
Requirements cannot be too broad or
disclosures won’t be relevant; too narrow
and they won’t be comparable.

Mandate a basic set of requirements
with sector-specific guidance (eg for
climate-related issues), and engage with
investors to understand their needs.

What would be the scope of these
disclosures – sustainability, climate risk
and/or ESG issues? How do we define
sustainability? Should a company’s
environmental impact be included or just
climate-related risks?

Urgency dictates a focus on climaterelated risks and opportunities. Other
ESG disclosures can be added over time.
In the interim, companies can voluntarily
provide supplementary information.

path. See panel opposite for their
arguments and respective responses.

Standards and enforcement
The current variety of guidance,
standards and frameworks causes
confusion among companies and
investors. A single set of disclosure
standards would eliminate this, while
also reducing costs. Although the NGOs
in this space have been working to
identify areas of alignment, they have
different missions and governance
structures. Some target different
stakeholders. These distinctions may
inhibit their ability to merge or to cede
responsibility to a single organisation.
One solution would be to leverage
existing accounting standard-setting
infrastructure. For example, the
International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) develops standards to
bring ‘transparency, accountability and
efficiency’ to global financial markets.

Supporting global disclosures may mean Investors will filter out companies that
making a political statement, which
choose to ignore an internationally
could affect the ability to agree on a
recognised set of standards.
single set of standards.
To be effective there must be an
enforcement process.

Similar to IFRS, countries could mandate
disclosures via changes to legislation.
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Step up to the plate
Climate-related disclosures require significant ethical judgments – just what
professional accountants have been trained for, says ACCA president Robert Stenhouse
stimulate the desired behaviour, they
have to be trusted. The good news is
that our worldwide employer survey
this year makes it clear that businesses
everywhere know that ACCA is
committed to embracing and promoting
a robust ethical methodology. Our
Ethics and Professional Skills module is
a major reason why ACCA’s reputation
and membership continues to grow.
Public trust in the wider profession is
essential if the importance of the role
that finance professionals need to take
in tackling climate-related risks is to be
fully recognised (see also page 36).
This seems a fitting topic to cover in
my final column as ACCA president.
It is vital that current and future
members recognise they have the skills,
competencies and ethical compass to
help to lead on this truly global issue.
My final message is a reminder. With
this year’s AGM and Council elections
fast approaching, I encourage all
members to engage with the process.
We are a professional membership
When individuals, businesses and

starting to hold enterprises to account

association first and foremost, run by

governments make big decisions, it is

for their environmental impact. Investors

members for members, so please look

important that they have trustworthy

too are challenging businesses that

out for your invitation and voting codes,

information to act on. Can there be

fail to recognise the impact of climate-

and cast your vote before 14 November

any bigger decisions than those made

related variables in their accounting

at accaglobal.com/vote.

about the future of our planet?

estimates and valuation models.

After a series of major weather

As a member body, ACCA is only
successful when its members are

events and mounting evidence of the

identify, measure and monitor relevant

successful; so I congratulate you all on

impact of global warming, businesses

activity so that decision-useful climate-

your past achievements and wish you all

have no option but to understand

related disclosures can be made. This

future success as, together, we continue

both their contribution to carbon

complex, challenging task requires

to develop the accountancy profession

emissions and whether their business

significant professional judgment and is

the world needs.

model is sustainable if average global

fraught with potential ethical challenges

temperatures continue to rise.

– exactly what professional accountants

Robert Stenhouse is ACCA president

have been trained for.

and a director, national accounting and

As governments make commitments
to cut carbon emissions, they are

28

The first challenge for enterprises is to

For climate-related disclosures to

AB

audit, at Deloitte in the UK.
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Beyond the numbers
The reliance on data, metrics and statistical analysis to account for economic events
can be misplaced if it ignores the human factor, says Jane Fuller
At a time when human faces and

do. He sides with a historian called

language are being digitised and

Jerry Muller, whose book The Tyranny of

analysed as if they were numbers,

Metrics points out that the availability of

there has never been a greater need

more data can lead number crunchers

to go beyond those numbers. This was

to overestimate the importance of

brought home to me in my summer

‘arbitrary quantifications’.
What economists underestimate,

reading of books by economists who

Shiller says, is that ideas – for example,

stress the human side of data analysis.
Andrew Smithers, in Productivity

that tech stocks can only go up, that

and the Bonus Culture, blames

housing prices never fall, or that some

bonus-boosted executive pay for

companies are too big to fail – can go

creating perverse incentives that deter

viral and move markets. These widely

the investment needed to improve

held public beliefs can tip from one

productivity. He is particularly down on

back-story to another. Excitement about

return on equity (RoE), which can be

new tech, for instance, often alternates

manipulated by share buybacks that

with fear of job-killing automation.

flatter earnings per share but do nothing

This is the case now in the pessimistic

to improve underlying performance. He

coverage of artificial intelligence

likens RoE targets to production targets

and robots. Roger Bootle, in The AI

for tractors in Soviet Russia. Just as

Economy: Work, Wealth and Welfare

the achievement of the tractor targets

in the Robot Age, points out that while

was undermined by the tractors all too

the industrial revolution made many

often breaking down subsequently, ‘the

jobs obsolete, they were replaced by

targets for RoE serve to improve the

previously unimagined roles, and living

published figures at the expense of a

standards went up overall.

decline in the information they convey’.

In its current phase of development,

Smithers’ tale is one of a rational

AI enables rapid processing of huge

response to poorly designed incentives,

amounts of data, spots patterns and

but human behaviour is also influenced

‘learns’ as the inputs change. But it

by the context of the times. Those

also inherits human bias and cannot

executives might have thought they

judge moral intent. So it offers humans

were maximising shareholder value, a
concept going out of fashion.
The shifting sands of human
perception are captured in Robert
Shiller’s book, Narrative Economics,
with the telling subtitle, How Stories
Go Viral and Drive Major Economic
Events. He points out that economics
and finance (he could have added
accountancy) pay far less attention to
narratives than history and anthropology

judgment that is better informed but

The availability of
more data can lead
number crunchers
to overestimate
the importance
of ‘arbitrary
quantifications’

not actually better. As accountants
stretch themselves around metricunfriendly factors, such as social impact,
an appreciation of history and human
behaviour may serve them better than
‘physics envy’.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA Society of
the UK and co-director of the Centre for
the Study of Financial Innovation.
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Exhibiting ethics
Paradoxes surround the controversy that has blown up over the sponsorship of the
arts. The ethical questions in all this go round and round, finds Robert Bruce
Ethical conundrum

The ethics involved in the current

Hear Robert Bruce’s take on arts
sponsorship and business at
accaglobal.com/ab/podcasts.

difficulties between the arts and
business is wonderfully confused
and brimming with paradox (see also
page 72). The arts – the UK creative
industries – are bigger than the oil and

decided to step down after a decade

gas industry, the life science industries

and a half of sponsoring the nation’s

and the automotive and aeronautics

most prestigious literary award: ‘They’re

industries all put together. It is big

kind of the enemy.’ So arts organisations

business in itself.

started to find their funding hit from

The business world, broadly

both sides, both private and public.

speaking, likes the arts. It sponsors

Suddenly trusts deriving their income

them, in part seeking a softer and

from pharmaceutical companies that

more interesting image for themselves.

had sustained arts organisations for

Also, by associating themselves with

decades were declared personae non

the arts, business aims to create better

gratae. And oil companies started to be

understanding; the public knows what

tarred, if that is the right word, with the

the arts are about but tends not to

same sort of brush.

understand business.

Acute difficulties

So over the years this relationship
has been seen as good news all round:

The difficulties for arts organisations

business sponsors the blockbuster

are acute. One of the reasons for their

exhibitions at the major museums and

existence is to open their collections

galleries, the museums and galleries put

and their knowledge and expertise to as

on ever more ambitious shows, and the

wide a number of people as possible.

public gets to see wondrous things.

Sir Richard Lambert is chairman of the

Until very recently this was a very

British Museum, which has long had oil

effective, productive and happy

giant BP as a major supporter. He is also

relationship. Then two things happened.

a one-time editor of the Financial Times.

In the UK, the government, while

He sees both sides. BP, he pointed

encouraging arts organisations to raise

out during the summer, has supported

more funds from the private sector,
spotted that they were doing this
successfully and, instead of offering
praise and support, promptly slashed
the cash that used to come from
government. The British Museum lost
around a third of its public funding in
under a decade.
Secondly, public opinion started to
round on business. As one novelist put
it when referring to the hedge fund that

30

exhibitions that allowed nearly five

Suddenly the cash
from trusts deriving
their income from
pharmaceutical
companies was
declared persona
non grata

million people to come and see
objects at the British Museum. ‘It’s very
important and valuable to us,’ he said.
In this world, paradoxes abound. The
Tate galleries, which had severed their
27-year link with BP, declared a ‘climate
emergency’ in the aftermath of the
Extinction Rebellion demonstrations
earlier in the year and, after meeting
artists including sculptor Antony
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Activists objecting to BP’s
sponsorship of the British Museum
make a stand in February this year.
global economy less carbon-intensive.’

Gormley, got involved in a group called

Museum. Immediately after the UK had

Culture Declares. This is a broad-based

recorded its highest-ever temperatures

The ethical questions in all this

coalition ranging from the Bournemouth

he outlined the museum’s longstanding

go round and round. There is no

Symphony Orchestra and The Old Vic

work on sustainability and made it clear

definitive answer. In the end the

theatre to the Druid Network. One of

that sponsors, like BP and Shell, were

creative industries, a massive economic

its objectives is to get people to sign

part of the solution, not the problem.

powerhouse, have to find their own,
well-informed, solutions.

up to the UN Sustainable Development

‘We believe the right approach,’

Goals (SDGs). BP, of course, had already

he said, ‘is to engage, debate and

signed up several years ago. Meanwhile

challenge companies, governments

Robert Bruce is an accountancy

Gormley has a huge retrospective of

and individuals to do more to make the

commentator and journalist.

AB

his work opening this autumn at the
Royal Academy. It is being sponsored by
global bank BNP Paribas, which has also

The benefits of sponsorship

committed to the SDGs.

Sir Ian Blatchford, chief executive of the Science Museum, in a blog this summer,

The circle of paradoxes goes

drew attention to what he felt was the public good that came from energy company

round and round. Tate Modern and

sponsorship. ‘The ground-breaking Atmosphere Gallery, visited by 5.4 million people

the British Museum both attracted

since it opened in December 2010 and publicly praised by Al Gore, would never

almost six million visitors last year,

have been possible without support from Shell.

many of them from overseas, flying

‘Thanks to support from Equinor for Wonderlab thousands of young people, from

in using oil companies’ products.

very diverse backgrounds, are inspired to be the scientists and engineers of the

Possibly the wisest words came from

future. The same is true of BP sponsorship of the Science Museum Group Academy.’

Sir Ian Blatchford, CEO of the Science
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Tech as game changer
Innovative companies are using blockchain to address some of the world’s major
social, environmental and ethical challenges, say Jessica Douglas and Jeremy Book

W

e are in the midst of a sea change in business

now expect businesses to engage with their ethical concerns

ethics. The rise of the digital economy gives

and respond to these trends. In customer and market

rise to new kinds of business risk and ethical

communications, employee engagement and engagement

challenges. Political, economic and social norms are being

with wider stakeholder groups, businesses are putting greater

challenged, and those challenges are amplified by mass

emphasis on social purpose, good governance and trust.

digital social engagement.
For businesses, governments and public sector

32

As ice caps melt and sea levels rise, sustainability and
climate change too are rising fast up the corporate agenda.

organisations, trust is at a premium. Human beings as

Meanwhile, there is real regulatory scrutiny of companies that

customers, employees, suppliers or community members

breach data privacy and security, with significant fines levied
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for the misuse of personal data.

Commitment delivery

Businesses experience tangible

Organisations across many industries

positive or negative impacts on
brand and shareholder value based
on the ethical choices they make.
And the C-suite is starting to act:
Unilever’s Sustainable Living Brands
are growing 69% faster than the rest
of the business and delivering 75%
of the company’s growth. And CEO
Alan Jope is committing that, in the
future, every Unilever brand will be a
brand with purpose.

A global coffee
trader is using
blockchain to track
provenance of coffee
and enabling its
customers to directly
fund community
projects

Further proof of business focus on

are innovating to build enterprise
blockchain networks that are trusted
and transparent, and are using
these to deliver on their societal and
environmental commitments.
Examples of activities where IBM
is supporting clients include using
blockchain to trace the supply chain
and origins of products (see panel).
So a pattern is emerging: purposeled businesses across the world
are starting to put the tech to work

ethical trading is exemplified in the

for social and environmental good

B Corp movement, which is to business what Fair Trade is to

as well as shareholder value. When we apply science and

bananas. A certified B Corporation is a new kind of business

technology to real world problems we bring progress.

AB

that balances purpose and profit. It is a global movement with
nearly 3,000 members who are legally required to consider

Jessica Douglas is head of blockchain for IBM UK, and Jeremy

the impact of their decisions on their workers, customers,

Book leads IBM’s UK consumer products blockchain initiatives.

suppliers, community and the environment. With wellknown brands such as Patagonia and Danone already on
the B Corp ‘A-list’, the race is on for other majors to join this

Positive chain reactions

growing movement.

Here are some examples of blockchain applications around
the world.

Where profit and purpose intersect
With our long-standing commitment to ethical principles,

*

Food Trust uses blockchain to help the agri-food industry
securely share information to ensure a safer and more

IBM is contributing to building blockchain-enabled

efficient food supply chain. Members such as Walmart can

capabilities where profit and purpose intersect.

trace and track the origins and inventory of problematic
food in just 2.2 seconds, down from seven days. This

Enterprise blockchain, or distributed ledger technology,
has core characteristics that support ethical purpose. Its

potentially reduces the impact of food borne illness and

ability to provide transparency and proof of transaction

allows faster, more precise and less costly food recalls.

securely and privately in a way that is trusted by all parties
is at the heart of its value to businesses, and helps solve

*

Plastic Bank is helping more than one billion people in areas
of high poverty and high plastic pollution to transform their

cross-industry challenges through collaboration with

lives. They use a solution built with blockchain to collect and

common purpose.

trade plastic waste for the items they need most.

Blockchain’s distributed ledger with no central authority
provides a single view of truth: its smart contracts, which

*

Twiga Foods uses blockchain to make loans to local food
vendors. With smart contracts, the loans are processed

encapsulate the business logic, ensure all participants in

quickly and more securely, helping businesses thrive and

a business network play by the rules; it takes a consensus

deliver more fresh produce.

approach to validate transactions; its cryptographic approach
ensures security and anonymity; and the immutability of data

*

that is recorded on the ledger ensures a permanent history.

help ensure responsible handling of this key raw material

When combined, these characteristics provide individuals
and organisations with a high degree of trust in the data and
the business network as a whole. It is this enhanced level of

A consortium, including IBM, uses blockchain to track
cobalt – from extraction, to smelter, to manufacturers – to
that has serious pollution and health risks.

*

A global coffee trader is using blockchain to track
provenance of coffee back to the farming communities and

trust that has prompted industry-thinking that blockchain is

offering its consumers the ability to directly fund community

indeed a transformative technology with an important role in

projects via blockchain, at the point of sale.

underpinning organisations’ ethical commitments.
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Let’s get ethical
A heightened awareness of the importance of ethics is cranking up executive
leaders’ focus on corporate culture, governance and compliance

Ethics on the front-burner

Ethics compliance refinement effort, by sector

KPMG’s 2019 CCO Survey explores how 220 chief

75%

ethics and compliance officers (CCOs) of large
50%

organisations manage ethics and compliance
risk. Ethics will be the top focus area for their

25%

compliance refinement effort in 2019 (66%), well
ahead of privacy, product safety, time/expense

66%

and third-party vendor management (all 27%).
Manufacturing

Energy

0%
76%

Ethics

Finance

Health/life science

68%

67%

64%

64%

Tech/media/telecoms

57%
Retail

Engaged at the top

Action stations

Among the key corporate trends is the board’s

In terms of corporate management and investigation of

expanding role in governance, ethics and compliance.

compliance and ethical issues, the survey found that:

The report attributes this to heightened public
awareness of ethics-related issues and the ensuing
focus on ethics and conduct.
The board oversees ethics and compliance efforts

4%

52%

Strongly agree they have a centralised
investigation unit, and that structured
coordination with HR and other functions
occurs based on documented protocols.

42%

Strongly agree that their organisation has a
process for assessing the impact of issues
and creating enterprise-wide solutions.

35%

Strongly agree that identified issues are
tracked for mitigation purposes, and
that compliance provides consistent
‘credible challenge’.

Do not
agree

39%
57%

Strongly
agree

Agree

More information
You can find KPMG’s CCO Survey: Insights for the future of
ethics and compliance report at bit.ly/CCO-survey.
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Green tide
The rising demand for companies to disclose
their environmental impact is driving change
in corporate behaviour, and finance teams
are at the leading edge of this evolution

W

e are living through a time of social and

economic and governance issues for countries to achieve by

environmental jeopardy. Every week brings

2030. But as a major report from ACCA, in collaboration with

new headlines of melting glaciers, burning

the CFA Institute, points out, achieving that aim will require

rainforests, social inequality and poverty. But what
responsibility does – and should – business have for
remedying the ills of humankind?
If the ultimate aim is for everyone to have the means to

36

the active involvement of finance and business.
The report, Social and environmental value creation, uses
emerging risk and reporting data analysis from Datamaran,
and draws on roundtable discussions with ACCA members

live well on an ecologically flourishing planet, to say there

and interviews with key stakeholders, to assess the

is much work ahead is quite an understatement. But it may

challenges of social and environmental value creation within

nevertheless be an achievable goal if the way in which modern

companies and the role the financial sector plays in evaluating

economies function can be reset. A framework for the future

risks and opportunities.

has already been set out in the UN’s Sustainable Development

More precise environmental reporting is just one strand of a

Goals, which describe 17 interconnected social, environmental,

growing trend for companies, particularly large multinationals,
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Since 2005, conservation action has helped reverse the
shrinkage of Qinghai Lake, the largest lake in China,
caused by livestock overgrazing and land reclamation.

But while many tools exist to help organisations monitor and
report on social and environmental risks and value creation,
the report argues that finance teams ‘lack the capabilities and
mandate to make the case’ and to put the necessary processes

to consider and discuss their contribution to an expanding

in place. An added challenge is that not all activities fall under

range of societal issues. The pressure from the public,

finance’s remit. One of the consequences of a greater focus

governments and other stakeholders on organisations to

on social responsibility, for example, has been an increase in

play a greater role in meeting environmental and social

the involvement of companies in community engagement

challenges is growing. The report looks in detail at the ways

activities. Typically, this comes under the responsibility of

in which companies manage their social and environmental

marketing or external communications, and is far removed

risks and how they can contribute value to society and to

from strategy, finance and internal audit teams.

the environment, as well as the growing importance of
environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues in finance.

The report explores in detail the growing demand for
more ESG disclosures from investors. It notes that ethical
investing is on the rise – ESG funds have seen ‘tremendous

Shared value

growth’ in recent years, with assets under management rising

The report tracks how market-based capitalism encouraged

by 60% between 2012 and 2019 from US$655bn to just over

a focus on shareholder value, which has over time morphed

US$1 trillion. Given the interest of the millennial generation in

into the concept of ‘shared value’, where societal returns

ethical investing, the trend is likely to continue.

are expected to be given equal weight to financial returns.

The report also points out that investment managers

‘There is a growing understanding that better social and

are feeling the effects of a series of push-pull factors that

environmental performance by companies leads to better-

encourage advances in ethical investment. The factors include

managed business, one that is more engaged with the society

increases in regulation, and enhanced disclosure and reporting

in which it operates,’ says the report.

requirements, as well as the availability of better-quality ESG

This evolution has resulted in a shift in corporate reporting,

data, metrics and analysis, and ‘an emerging and broadly

notably the emergence of sustainability reporting. ‘Questions

supportive body of academic literature on ESG issues in

about whether, to what extent and how business should

investment management’.

take responsibility for environmental and social megatrends manifest themselves in the development of new

Stumbling blocks

criteria and indicators for assessing corporate performance,

That said, there are still a number of obstacles in the way of

which increasingly associate performance with responsible

more widespread adoption of ESG investment approaches.

business conduct and sustainable outcomes,’ declares the

The barriers include a lack of comparability of ESG data and

report. Demand for information about how corporate activity

disclosures across organisations – which probably reflects

jeopardises or contributes to long-term sustainability is rising.

the multitude of corporate reporting practices and standards

Existing requirements are being expanded – for example,

governing non-financial information across the world. Until

to explain how governance and

both ESG data and reporting

remuneration encourage particular

requirements are complete and

behaviour, and new measures of

standardised, a true appraisal of ESG

performance, such as social impact
measurement, are being developed.
The report points out that finance
teams are on the front line of
this evolving battle. Professional
accountants have a uniquely
privileged view, as they are involved
across all elements of the business
model – from proposals to create
value to the creation of value itself,
and capturing and reporting on the
value that is being created.

Professional
accountants have a
uniquely privileged
view, as they are
involved across
all elements of
value creation in
the business

risks and opportunities will remain
beyond our reach.
The report concludes that the
challenges are ‘immense, complex
and urgent’, but that opportunities
can be realised with the use of
existing tools and processes. All that
is needed – and it is no small thing
– is a shift in values and mindsets by
business. The world is watching.

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Switching gears
The finance function can shift the approach to innovation in the public sector from
incremental to radical, collaborating with others to achieve sweeping change

I

f you were to ask someone

The report, which drew on an online

to choose three words that

survey of more than 4,400 ACCA

they associate with the public

members around the world, shows

sector, it is unlikely that ‘innovative’

Shifting from
incremental to
more radical
innovation requires
policymakers and
public sector leaders
to share a vision and
strategic direction

would be one of them. Yet a new
report from ACCA makes clear
that the public sector’s reputation
as an innovation laggard is really
something of a myth.
The report, Innovation in public
finance, acknowledges that
governments across the world face
a dizzying array of challenges, not

that the reality of innovation in the
public sector is far removed from the
perception. An overwhelming 91%
of members working in the public
sector said innovation (whether
relating to people, data and
technology, or processes) had taken
place in their organisation during
the past 12 months – little different
from the 91% figure reported for
members in the private sector.

least technological disruption and an

These results, though, require

alarming fall in public trust. In many

some analysis. The report points out

countries, the public sector is being
asked to meet rising expectations, often on a falling budget. In

that the high prevalence of perceived innovation across the

this context innovation is vital, the report points out, because

public and private sectors can be explained by the dominance

it responds to the core question of how to do more with less.

of incremental innovation, rather than radical or transformative

Experiments in the public sector with various proxies for

innovation. Although when people talk of innovation, they

market-driven efficiencies have had mixed success. Innovation,

generally have radical innovation in mind, it is the combination

it seems, is the best hope for delivering service quality and

of comparatively minor changes that, in reality, accounts for

public value. And finance professionals will play a vital role in

the majority of innovation today.

delivering that innovation.

Radical requirement

Innovation in public sector finance
Are you innovative in your area, team or organisation?

The survey’s respondents agreed that governments need to
shift to more radical forms of innovation as the best response
to the challenges facing the public sector. The finance
function, argues the report, has a critical role to play in this

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

transition for three reasons:

*
*
*

It acts as the business case gatekeeper for innovation.
It is responsible for reporting on the outcome of
innovation in the organisation.

These conclusions are supported by the research. Nearly 90%
of survey respondents said that their organisation’s finance
Yes, in my
area or team

Yes, in the
wider
organisation

No

People innovation
Process innovation
Data and technology innovation

38

It works across a range of organisational functions.

Don’t know

function was involved in the innovations that had taken place
in the past 12 months. This figure rose to 93% among those
undertaking radical innovation in the public sector.
The report argues that the role of finance enables innovation
in government in two distinct ways. The first is its support
for the delivery of process improvements within the sector,
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achieving more value with less. The second way is by helping

The report includes a number of case studies from across

to develop new ways of using public funding and investment

the world that show the variety of approaches being taken by

to promote and encourage enterprise. The key to success in

finance professionals to encourage innovation in the public

both routes, the report adds, is collaboration. The research

sector. The examples include an experiment with universal

found that 45% of public sector radical innovators cited

basic income in Finland, and self-managing community care

collaborative teams and strong team working as essential in

teams in the Netherlands.

supporting innovation in the organisation.
Radical ideas often begin at the periphery, or through

It is clear that there is already a great
deal of work under way. This spirit

engaging a broader group of stakeholders involved in a

of collaboration and connection

programme or service; the power of connections can translate

must continue if the transformational

these ideas into concrete actions. The research showed

change that is required to meet the

that 55% of finance professionals worked jointly with other

challenges that are faced by the public

teams to achieve innovation in the public sector, with the

sector is to be delivered.

AB

figure rising to 62% when the sample was
limited to radical innovators.

Liz Fisher, journalist

Building on foundations
So how can innovation best be
encouraged in the public sector?
The report argues that shifting the
balance towards a more radical approach
to innovation requires organisations to build on
the following three foundations:

*

the development of a culture that provides

*

a supporting network of skills development

*

the provision of tools for

leadership in innovation and fosters radical change
to translate culture into results
innovators to create a dynamic
public sector.

Policymakers and finance
professionals themselves both have a key
role to play in building these foundations,
adds the report. If governments are
to effect a shift from the current
dominance of incremental innovation
to more radical types of innovation,
for example, then policymakers and
public sector leaders need to share
a vision and strategic direction so
that staff have an understanding of
how the organisation can proactively
respond to complex challenges.
And to build an effective collaborative
effort, public finance professionals have
to work with business partners to
connect across the organisation
and help to shape a culture
of innovation.
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Global giants
Technology companies are increasingly
represented among mainland China’s
rising corporate stars – and many have
international aspirations

O

ver 20 industries are represented in the 2018 edition

and optical fibre preforms, claiming as much as 10% of the

of China’s next 100 global giants, with manufacturing

global market.

remaining the dominant activity of participants.

Two furniture businesses take second and third place in the

However, companies in the computer and internet-related

2018 ranking: Suofeiya Home Collection and Jason Furniture

sectors have become much more prominent, claiming 42 of

(Hangzhou), respectively. Apart from one pharmaceutical

the top 100 spots – an increase of 50% from the previous

company, high-tech businesses dominate the rest of the

2016 ranking. Within this group, 24 are computer and

top 10, including one laser technology firm, two computer

telecoms businesses, 10 are software and IT companies, and

companies, one internet enterprise, and two software and IT

eight are internet enterprises.

services companies.

The researchers, from ACCA and the Shenzhen Finance
Institute, believe that one or more companies on the latest

Selection process

ranking of rising stars could grow into a ‘BAT-sized company’

The research team analysed nearly 3,000 private enterprises

– where BAT represents the established giants of technology

(ie not state-owned) listed in mainland China and elsewhere.

company Baidu, e-commerce major Alibaba and internet

ACCA has previously collaborated on two similar projects

services business Tencent.

producing rankings for 2014 and 2016.

In fact, Yangtze Optical Fibre and Cable (YOFC), which tops

40

The current focus on private businesses recognises the

the 100 global giant ranking for 2018, received a final score

strength of China’s private economy, which contributes to

very close to that of Tencent. YOFC produces optical fibres

more than 60% of GDP and represents more than 90% of all
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enterprises in China. Only listed companies were considered,
on the grounds that a stock exchange listing indicates that a
company has prepared effective financing channels to support
further growth. Listed companies also have a natural advantage
in terms of data availability, credibility and comparability.
Most of the companies among China’s next 100 global giants
have chosen to list on either the Shenzhen Stock Exchange (51)
or the Shanghai Stock Exchange (33). However, nine are listed
in the US (three internet-related businesses on Nasdaq and
six other businesses on the New York Stock Exchange). Seven
companies have joined the Hong Kong Stock Exchange.
The researchers considered a range of 11 indicators to
identify future corporate stars – five measuring companies’
historical performance and six predicting their potential future
growth. The companies with better overall rankings typically
had higher scores in relation to five of the indicators: their
corporate scale (determined by sales revenue), growth rate,
cashflow, overseas strategy and media opinion.
Having identified the top 130 companies – those with the
highest average score across all 11 indicators – the largest 30
enterprises were eliminated. Having already become industry
leaders, the aim of the project was to identify the potential
global giants of the future, resulting in the removal of famous

Distribution of future giants by sector
Computers, telecoms, electronic equipment
Software/IT services
Internet and relevant services
Electricity/heat supply,electrical equipment
Chemical materials and products
Car manufacturing
Pharmaceuticals
Specialised equipment
Furniture
Metal
Postal services
Textiles and apparel
Non-metallic mineral products
Airline services
General equipment
Rubber and plastic products
Education
Radio, television, film and video recording
Wood products
Transportation equipment
Health
Professional technical services

24
10
8
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Source: ACCA and Shenzhen Finance Institute

names such as Alibaba and Tencent.
process of their internationalisation. In 2017, over 25,500

What makes a top 100 company?

Chinese enterprises participated in Chinese outward direct

Looking at the most important indicators, the top 100

investments, which increased in value by 33% from 2016.

companies are large or above average-sized enterprises. In

When assessing media opinion, the researchers considered

2018 they had average sales revenue of RMB6.6bn (US$1bn),

both ‘news opinions’ (using machine learning and natural

substantially higher than the average of the companies

language processing to label sentences in news reports as

identified in 2016. The average sales revenue growth of the

positive, negative or neutral) and ‘media coverage’ (based on

companies in the latest list reached 34%, again higher than

the number of news reports on the company during the past

recorded in 2016 – and a notable achievement given the

three years). The top 10 companies in the 2018 ranking had

slowdown in China’s overall economic growth.

an average score of above 90 in the media opinion indicator,

The average cash flow score was the highest among all 11

showing they generally receive favourable news reports.

indicators. As the report notes, a sustainable and stable cash
flow is an important factor for companies to be able to compete

Where in China?

globally, handle economic crises and achieve further growth.

From a geographical perspective, companies in the top 100

Almost half (49) of the top 100 companies scored 90 or

are unevenly distributed across mainland China, with their

more for their overseas strategy. Most of the companies in the

headquarters mainly being located in the first-tier cities

2018 ranking are already leaders in their domestic market and

and coastal provinces. The four regions with the biggest

have begun expanding globally in recent years. For example,

concentration are Guangdong (25), Zhejiang (25), Beijing (13)

seventh-ranked Shenzhen Sunway Communication, a specialist

and Shanghai (seven). Companies also tend to be based in the

in radio frequency technologies, has overseas branches in

major cities of their respective provinces, such as in Shenzhen,

the US, Japan, Korea and Sweden in order to maintain close

Hangzhou and Taizhou. Few come from the central and

communication with its clients’ engineers and stay aware of

western regions, reflecting the underlying disparity of China’s

latest designs. As the report highlights, China’s ‘go global’

economic development across different geographical areas.

AB

strategy and Belt and Road initiative are encouraging Chinese
enterprises to make global investments, accelerating the

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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True wealth
Is GDP the best possible measure of economic health, wealth and value creation?
There are other contenders out there, as Michael Taylor explains

A

The per capita GDP figure is not
always aligned with metrics for
happiness and inclusive wealth.

s the standard measure
of economic progress and
wellbeing, gross domestic

product (GDP) is the focus of
much analysis by economists, fund

Surveys of
happiness generally
portray a more
positive picture
than suggested by
GDP statistics

managers and the media.
GDP has been at the centre of
macroeconomic analysis for at least
the past 70 years. However, the
metric has limitations. In particular,
it is often quite heavily revised
over time as more data becomes
available, and even initial GDP
estimates appear only quite some
time after the period they refer to.

But there are more fundamental criticisms of GDP based on
what it does not measure. GDP is a measurement of the flow
of the market value of goods and services produced over a
period of time, and cannot incorporate any measure of wealth
that is a stock variable (ie a measurement at a point in time of
a quantity that may have accumulated over years). Accordingly,
GDP may grow despite (and even because of) a reduction in
wealth as well as capital – physical or natural.
For example, more logging in the Amazon boosts measured
GDP (through the sale and processing of more logs) but takes
no account of the resulting destruction of rainforest – a decline
in natural capital. Another area where GDP is found wanting
is in measuring happiness – there is only a weak correlation
between GDP per head and survey measures of happiness.

Sustainability
So what are the alternatives to GDP that can deal with such
limitations to traditional measures of economic progress?
The inclusive wealth index (IWI) is an attempt by the United
Nations to gauge progress toward sustainable development. It
accounts for each country’s stock of assets – its manufactured,
human and natural capital – and assesses the changing health
of these assets over a 25-year period.
The most recent IWI report covers the period 1990 to 2014
and indicates that 44 of the 140 countries covered have
experienced a decline in inclusive wealth per capita even
though their GDP-per-capita figures increased.

42
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this period, surveys of happiness generally portray a more

For example, in Peru GDP per head rose by 17% over the
period, while its inclusive wealth per capita fell by almost 3%.

positive picture than suggested by GDP statistics. Many

In Tanzania a 10% rise in GDP per capita accompanied an 11%

studies find that once a certain income has been reached,

fall in inclusive wealth. Countries with declining inclusive wealth

non-pecuniary factors become more important in happiness.

tend to have low to middle incomes and rely on exploiting
natural resources (mining or forestry). These countries are

Six pillars of happiness

depleting their stocks of natural, human and produced capital

Since 2012, the UN has published the World Happiness

at rates that will leave future generations worse off.

Report, ranking countries in terms of measured happiness,

However, the inclusion of all three types of capital generates

based on the responses of people (see chart). Levels of GDP

some surprising results. For example, China performs well on

per capita, healthy life expectancy, generosity, social support,

the IWI measure despite a marked depletion of natural capital

freedom to make life choices and lack of corruption feed into

in recent years, as the growth in its human and physical capital

the overall score and ranking for each country.

(eg infrastructure) has outweighed the loss of natural capital.

There are numerous examples where a country’s measured

Interest in the area of human happiness has risen

happiness ranking differs markedly from its GDP-per-capita

dramatically since the global financial crisis of 2007–09. Over

figure. A prime example is Costa Rica, which ranks 12th in the
UN happiness index but 55th
for GDP per capita. Long

Happiness league

life expectancy and a high

The UN’s 2019 World Happiness Report ranks per capita happiness on the basis of people’s

freedom score boost the

evaluations of the quality of their lives, averaged over the years 2016–18.

country’s happiness ranking
above that of both the US

8

and UK. By contrast, Japan
ranks 24th for GDP per capita

7

but 58th on the happiness
ranking – limited freedom

6

to make life decisions and
lower levels of generosity

5

(eg donating to charity)
are the main drags on the

4

country’s overall score.
GDP is not a perfect

3

measure of economic
wellbeing, but it is the best

2

guide we have to the value
created in an economy over

1

a period. Other measures
can complement GDP but

Explained by: GDP per capita
Explained by: social support
Explained by: healthy life expectancy
Explained by: freedom to make life choices

Explained by: generosity
Explained by: perceptions of corruption
Dystopia (1.88) + residual
95% confidence interval

South Sudan (156)

Afghanistan (154)

Central African Republic (155)

Rwanda (152)

Tanzania (153)

France (24)

Taiwan Region of China (25)

Malta (22)

Mexico (23)

Czech Republic (20)

United Arab Emirates (21)

Belgium (18)

United States (19)

Ireland (16)

Germany (17)

United Kingdom (15)

Israel (13)

Luxembourg (14)

Australia (11)

Costa Rica (12)

Canada (9)

Austria (10)

Sweden (7)

New Zealand (8)

Switzerland (6)

Iceland (4)

Netherlands (5)

Norway (3)

Finland (1)

Denmark (2)

0

never replace it. The IWI is
a useful attempt to capture
long-term effects on the
sustainability of economic
growth. Happiness, though,
remains a subjective measure
driven by non-economic
factors and with uncertain
policy implications.

AB

Michael Taylor is ACCA’s
chief economist.
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Pitch perfect
The art of persuasion takes skill and attention to detail. Dr Rob Yeung looks at how
entrepreneurs win over investors and asks what lessons we could learn
How would you persuade someone
to support an untested idea? Perhaps
you want to propose a project to your

The persuaders
Dr Rob Yeung talks about pitching
ideas at bit.ly/ACCA-RobYeung.

line manager that has never been done
before; or maybe you want to convince

making statements about the size of

customers or other stakeholders that a

the potential market. As an illustration,

promising but unproven solution could

the CEO of a health business claimed

reap benefits.

that the healthcare market in Brazil was

CPD

A recent investigation looking at

year. Most entrepreneurs made at least

provides us with insight into how all of

several claims about the size of their

us might more effectively sell our ideas.

target markets – they also often referred

Researchers led by Ruben van Werven

to the fast growth of those markets in

at Cass Business School noticed that

further attempts to appeal to investors.

most of the entrepreneurs in their study

In order to prove that they had

began their pitches by arguing that ‘our

made at least some progress, most

target customers experience a problem

entrepreneurs then presented

and need a solution’. For example,

quantitative data about actual

the CEO of a food start-up noted that

customers or other interested

many hardworking professionals have

stakeholders. For instance, one CEO

unhealthy eating habits and that 60% of

mentioned having 3,000 potential

people living in urban areas reported

customers on a waiting list. Providing

lacking the time or energy to cook during

numbers is intended to send a clear

the week. In other words, the CEO was

message – that the product is not

claiming that these potential customers

merely an idea existing only in the mind

had a problem that needed solving.

of the entrepreneur but a genuinely

Most entrepreneurs next explained
how ‘our product provides benefits

Making claims
about the size and
rate of growth of a
target market may
be more appropriate
when pitching to
investors than
internal customers

44

expected to reach US$350bn by a certain

business pitches by real entrepreneurs

viable proposition.
Most entrepreneurs also claimed

to our customers’. Typically, this step

that ‘our team is well equipped with

involved describing features of their

skills and experience’. This often

product and how they would specifically

involved describing the team’s past

tackle the identified problem. For

proficiency with the problem or

instance, the chief executive of an

product being pitched. In essence,

e-learning business claimed that

persuading someone to take a chance

weekly digests and book summaries

on you requires that you can prove that

sent out by his company would boost

you genuinely have the insight and

customers’ learning and retention of

capabilities to deliver on your promises.

new information.

Finally, most of the entrepreneurs

A frequent third step involved

ended their presentations by asking

claiming that ‘our venture operates

their audiences for investment. For

in an environment that is conducive

non-entrepreneurs, this stage would be

to success’. This frequently involved

about making very clear the immediate
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actions and next steps you expect from

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

your audience in order to turn your idea

Q

or proposal into reality.
Still further techniques have been
identified elsewhere. For instance,

exciting. He has offered me a job and

University of Illinois at Chicago

I would be one of the first five people

and Michael Ehrlich at the New

in the start-up. The salary is considerably lower than

Jersey Institute of Technology

I get at the moment. There are also risks but the

found that moderate amounts
aware of the weaknesses of rivals –
helped firms to raise more funding. For

starting a business doing

something that could be really

Annaleena Parhankangas of the

of ‘blasting’ – making audiences

An ex-colleague of mine is

potential payoff could be massive. How can I figure out

A

what to do?
For a possibly life-changing decision such as this, I recommend
imagining various scenarios that range from positive to negative

example, entrepreneurs might point to

and then working out the likely financial, social and emotional costs and benefits of

the inexperience or liquidity problems

each. Of course, there is a positive scenario in which the business is well-funded and

of competitors. The researchers found

your responsibilities and salary grow. However, now imagine a scenario in which the

that a degree of blasting helped

business fails within, say, the next two years. Do you have the savings to cover this

entrepreneurs to communicate their

possibility? How would this affect your physical and emotional health as well as those

own distinctive merits and raise more

of your family?

investment; however, blasting beyond

Consider also some middling scenario. Suppose the business does moderately
well for a few years but then struggles on for a few more before you decide that you

entrepreneurs less likeable and reduced

need to quit. Again, how might this scenario affect your financial position and the

their chances of securing funding.

lives of you and your family?

These techniques were identified in

However, do ponder the benefits of taking the job. Even if the business does not

entrepreneurial settings and not every

succeed, what is the value of the skills and experience that you would gain? Consider

one may apply in other situations. For

also that most people in later life tend to regret things they did not do rather than

example, making claims about the size

things they did.

and rate of growth of a target market

There is no simple answer for major career decisions. However, you can help

may be more appropriate when pitching

yourself by doing some financial projections and discussing likely impacts with

to investors than internal customers.

stakeholders, ie your family.

There are also many other rhetorical
devices and methods of persuasion.

Tips for the top

However, the wider point is that many of

Studies show that being able to detach from work at the end of each working day

these methods should serve as prompts

reduces stress in the evenings. For example, merely spending a few minutes writing a

for issues that may need discussion when

list of uncompleted tasks before leaving the office has been found to be effective for

trying to win over audiences.

reducing the extent to which work intrudes into people’s time at home.

AB

CPD

an optimum point actually made

A new investigation led by Sabine Sonnentag at the University of Mannheim
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

suggests that deciding to reattach to work each morning may

psychologist at leadership consulting

also be beneficial. This involves preparing mentally for the

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk.

day – for example, by reflecting in the shower on your

More information

to-do list or mentally simulating a conversation you
intend to have with colleagues or clients while on your

Dr Rob tweets @robyeung.

commute. The data showed that employees who

If you have a question for the
talent clinic, email abeditor@
accaglobal.com.

engaged in reattachment activities reported feeling

Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

reflection before each workday may help most of us to

more positive and in control while at work. That
suggests that some degree of mental preparation or
be more focused and productive.
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Sticking to the right path
Even the most upright leaders can lose their bearing on their moral compass.
Alison Young discusses the warning signs and some possible interventions
at the first wobble and as the pace of

Does any leader start their career with
the intention of being corrupt?

Leaders can
help their
approachability
quotient by talking
about malpractice
and giving
examples of when
they spoke up

We certainly don’t like to think so, and
evidence suggests that the first step
towards large-scale deception is not a
big leap off the moral path, but more
of a wobble and accidental slip: the
slightly nuanced numbers, the ‘small’
favour for a client, the gaze turned
away from inappropriate behaviour.
It’s what happens next that determines
the leader’s moral trajectory. How can

CPD

pulled in the wrong direction?
Counterintuitively, one solution is to
increase the number of ‘pulls’ on the
individual leader by introducing a wider
range of views and voices from within
and outside the organisation. Having
more rather than fewer points of view
gives the leader greater perspective

Like the rotten apple in the barrel,

tempting misdemeanours.

how can the leader’s misdemeanours
go on to pollute their team? At first,

Multiple perspectives

human beings are wired to overcome

team members may play along as

Like a set of Russian dolls, each

dissonance between action and beliefs,

they mull over their personal reactions

contained within the next, the leader

and in order to explain any discomfort

to what’s going on and assess the

and their team sit within the wider

that the leader feels with that first small

psychological safety of speaking up. If

organisation, which in turn sits within

transgression, they justify it as necessary

no one does, the team may begin to

the broader governance structure,

for the good of the team, to keep their

become numb to what they are seeing,

job or some other higher purpose. As

and then begin not to notice at all. The

they continue to post-rationalise the

rot has truly set in.

In that first misstep lurks danger:

wrong deed, fissures appear in their

46

or discourage the leader from being

risk of starting or explaining away any

on track, resisting the psychological,
different agendas?

systems, processes or behaviours stop

on their challenges and minimises the

leaders find their way back and then stay
practical and financial pulls towards

the journey quickens? What kind of

and within that, wider

So what can stop any

moral framework, clouding the way back

deviation from the

onto the right path.

moral path, both
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society. The more perspectives leaders

but the inclusive nature of the team or

prevailing narrative, but instead speak

can bring in from those different layers

organisational culture, and the quality

up, challenge and be truly heard?

of their world, the more they build the

of dialogue and decision-making. Truly

Unsurprisingly, being approachable

collective agenda, and not just their

debating and considering a rich source

as a leader is more likely to encourage

personal version of it.

of different viewpoints leads to more

others to challenge, but the rub is that

robust decisions.

almost no senior executive believes

Points of attention

Forums for diverse thinking can be

they are scary to talk to – which is often

A useful rule of thumb is to have a

created right across the organisation of

at odds with what others think. Leaders

minimum of three points of attention –

course, including cross-functional teams

can help their approachability quotient

one from each layer – at any one time;

that break down silos and challenge

by talking openly about malpractice

and there are a variety of ways to build

any creeping group-think that might

and by giving their own

that into day-to-day business.

be a threat to ethical behaviour. Any

examples of when they

system that has broad membership

spoke up.

Bringing these stakeholder voices
into meetings and decisions through

– including the organisation

reports, customer surveys and site visits

itself – is essentially self-

is useful. But nothing beats having

balancing. Through this

Superiority illusion
More often than not, leaders

those voices physically present in the

suffer from ‘superiority illusion’:

room. Employee representation on

the more senior the leader, the
higher their opinion of their listening
skills and the easier they think it is for
everyone else to speak up. Challenging
people who appear to benefit from
their advantage) is not easy to do. So
informal channels of communication

CPD

the status quo (who are often blind to

outside formal meetings are particularly
helpful for individuals from minority
groups, who are more likely to fear the
negative consequences of speaking out.
A leader’s moral compass therefore
needs to have many points on the dial,
so that a variety of views can inform
quality decision-making. But at the
end of the day, the most powerful
force to keep the leader on their moral
path is right under their nose: the
relationship they have with their boss is
fundamental in shaping the rules of the
game, including the ability to speak up
and indeed ‘listen up’ to others more
boards may be the gold standard for

process of course-correction, leaders and

channelling the employee voice, a

their teams are able to stay true to their

practice most enshrined in Europe

individual and organisational values.

and, in particular, in Germany. But the

widely in the organisation.

AB

Alison Young is a director of

How do cross-functional teams or

Leaders in Change.

jury is still out on whether employee

diverse boards and management teams

representation per se puts any brake

create the dialogue to make use of

on malpractice. As with most issues

multiple views? What needs to happen

of diversity, it is not the numbers

so that individual team members don’t

themselves that make the difference,

get tempted to play along with the

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Happy ever after
The US standard-setter is considering changes to segment reporting that may be
reproduced in international standards to maintain convergence. Adam Deller explains
IFRS Standards and US GAAP still

more segments and more disclosures

have plenty of differences, but the

about those segments.
The problems have largely arisen

International Accounting Standards

tests. They are reportable if they make

Board (IASB) and the US Financial

in three main areas of the standard:

up more than 10% of the entity’s total

Accounting Standards Board (FASB)

segment identification, aggregation

revenue, profit or loss, or assets; in

continue to work towards greater

of operating segments into reportable

addition, smaller segments may need to

convergence of accounting principles

segments, and segment disclosure

be reported so that at least 75% of total

and treatments. This is of particular

requirements. Of these three, the

corporate revenue is reported.

relevance to this author, who has just

FASB decided not to address segment

One alternative being considered by

married an American, although there

identification because doing so would

the FASB is to switch the requirements

was (slightly) less talk of accounting

involve a fundamental change to the

and move the size tests to earlier in the

standards during the ceremony.

accounting standard. The current focus

process so that any individual segment

is therefore to look at the other two

exceeding the 10% limit is reportable

discussion between the boards relates

elements and examine what proposed

and cannot be aggregated with others,

to how a company reports on its

changes could be made.

regardless of whether they meet the

One of the current major topics for

CPD

The combined segments are then
reportable if they meet any of the size

operating segments. IFRS 8, Operating

criteria or not.

Segments, and Topic 280, Segment

Segment aggregation

Reporting, are currently substantially

Segments may be combined if they

ensure that a public entity discloses

converged. The FASB is considering

meet all the aggregation criteria. This

its largest operating segments as

some changes to the standard in the US,

means they must have similar economic

management views them, with

which could mean changes to IFRS 8.

characteristics and be similar in terms of:

aggregation permitted only for the

*
*
*
*

smaller segments.

The main principles of segment
reporting are that particular entities
(mainly large, listed entities) are
required to disclose information about
their operating segments, products and

the nature of the products/services
the nature of production processes

The aim of this change would be to

A second alternative is also being

the type or class of customer

considered: removing the aggregation

the methods used to distribute the

criteria altogether. Under this method,

products/services.

an entity would report all its operating

services, their geographical areas of
operation and their major customers.
This information is regarded as highly
useful and relevant to users, providing
them with key data for decision-making
purposes. The other side of the coin is
that entities have to disclose details on
information they may not want others,
such as competitors, to see. It is this
balance that really holds the tension
within segment reporting.
Over the years, the FASB has received
feedback that investors are unhappy
with the level of segment detail

US investors are
unhappy with the
level of segment
detail provided by
public companies

provided by public companies and
believe that generally there should be
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segments unless they exceed the

into the ‘all other’ category. Users,

that received for the first alternative.

practical limit (around 10 segments).

though, do not quite see things the

The main concerns are that the 75%

same way, and would prefer further

test would be removed, meaning that

feedback is that while the number of

disaggregation of items currently in the

entities may report less than 75% of

reportable segments would increase, it

‘all other’ category.

their external revenue. Another concern

Under the first alternative, preparer

wouldn’t necessarily improve the quality

about completely removing the size and

The area of competitive harm is also
under discussion. Many preparers are

aggregation limits is that it could result

it might impair the natural groupings of

concerned that further disaggregation

in extremely small segments being

certain items and result in an ‘all other’

could result in competitive harm to an

reported, resulting in the reporting of

category that would be difficult for users

entity, although they acknowledge that

immaterial information.

to understand.

competitors would be similarly affected.
Again there is a split between users and

Disclosure

company that currently aggregates

preparers, with most users believing

Currently, a large number of items have

haircare, skincare and personal care

that competitive harm is overstated

to be disclosed by reportable segment,

businesses into a reportable segment of

by entities as a reason not to improve

looking at income and expense items,

‘beauty’ could be forced to separately

segmental disclosures.

in addition to information on segment

For example, a consumer goods

disclose haircare as a reportable
segment while moving the other two

A lot of the user feedback on the
second alternative was very similar to

assets. In its proposals, the FASB refers
to this as ‘the List’.
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of segment information. Preparers think
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The FASB is looking at a number of

as depreciation. The proposal is

proposals in relation to the disclosures

that an entity could be required

required, as follows:

to describe both the amount and

*

Develop a disclose-or-explain

the lines on the income statement,

list. Currently, items in the List

showing the total depreciation

are disclosed only if the item is

and what line it is included on the

allocated segmentally and the

financial statements.

*

chief operating decision-maker
(CODM) is regularly provided

provide clearer information as

the CODM must be looking at

to what elements have been

detailed segment information that

aggregated into reportable

is not being reported. One of the

segments. Separate information

proposed changes to the standard

would not be required for each,

is to develop a disclose-or-explain

but this would provide users with

The proposals
on the segment
reporting table
could significantly
affect the amount
of information
disclosed

new items to the List but would
provide an explanation for why an
item on the List is not disclosed.
Add pieces of information. Analysts
say that while items on the List are
helpful currently, there are other

CPD

items that would be useful too. The
FASB will conduct research on the

*

Disclose management judgments in
applying the aggregation criteria.
The IASB issued this in 2013, and
it is a current area of difference
between IFRS Standards and US
GAAP. The FASB is examining
whether a similar disclosure should

Segment reporting may not change

expense, cashflow information and
information relating to inventory to

monthly or quarterly meetings, but

any of the numbers that are produced

the disclosure list.

there may be other information that

within a set of financial statements, but

Develop principles-based

the CODM accesses or is able to

the proposals on the table could have

disclosures. The List is arguably less

access. The FASB will seek to clarify

a significant impact on the amount of

flexible in capturing the specific,

this term.

information disclosed. It is likely that

Separate corporate amounts from

the IASB will examine the FASB’s work

unallocated amounts. The FASB

with a keen eye, as it is in the interest of

based approach may be a purer

is considering whether it would

all parties for the standards to remain

form of the management approach.

be helpful to clarify corporate

as converged as possible. Ultimately,

The items being looked at are

amounts and unallocated amounts.

a long and happy marriage is likely

whether to disclose significant

Corporate amounts could be shared

to exist within segmental reporting,

segment expense categories,

entity assets such as corporate

especially with the IASB’s current

significant segment asset

headquarters or shared service

focus on better communication within

categories and significant segment

items, whereas unallocated amounts

financial reporting.

liability categories.

could be costs that are not specific

Clarify the meaning of regularly

to a segment but not related to the

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

provided segment information.

corporate headquarters either.

specialist and lecturer.

meaningful segment information
for an entity. Applying a principles-

Some preparers of reports are
uncertain what the IFRS 8 standard

50

reportable segment consists of.

converge the standards.

revenue, research and development

*

the information as to what each

be included in US GAAP to further

potential benefits of adding cost of

*

reportable segments. This would

with these items. But users feel

requirement. This would not add

*

Explore the composition of

*

*

Explain how consolidated amounts
relate to financial statement lines.

means when it refers to information

Currently consolidated amounts

being regularly provided to the

may be disclosed in the statements

CODM. This could be in the form of

but not shown as a line item, such

AB
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questions on this article at
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a
roundup of the latest developments in audit, reporting, tax and law
Audit and reporting

payments account or a statement
of financial activities. There is a

Audit

statement of assets and liabilities

See ACCA’s latest audit consultation

or a balance sheet. The accounts

responses at bit.ly/ACCA-policy-sub.

are internally consistent, ie the
closing funds balance within the

Charity reporting

receipts and payments accounts

A study by the Charity Commission

or statement of financial activities

highlighted that only half the

is consistent with the statement

accounts filed by charities met its

of assets and liabilities or balance

Brexit preparation

requirements. It is clear from the report

sheet. The accounts add up

The government has launched its ‘Get

– and from our engagement with the

correctly. Unrestricted and restricted

ready for Brexit’ campaign to encourage

commission – that failings in charity

funds are clearly identified.

individuals and businesses to take

accounts need to be identified and

The criteria applying to external scrutiny

the necessary actions in preparation.

reported on. The commission expects

of accruals accounts only are as follows:

Visit www.gov.uk/brexit.

those scrutinising charity accounts

*

to make use of its benchmark, while

The accounts have been
prepared on an accruals basis, if

trustees and other interested parties

required by the charity’s size or

submitted by qualified examiners met

should be aware of it.

because it is a company.

the benchmark. Just 18% of unqualified

The accounting policies note

examiners met the benchmark. Clearly

states that the accounts have

auditors, independent examiners and

irrespective of whether the external

been prepared under the correct

trustees will need to ensure that the

scrutiny is of receipts and payments or

charities SORP.

report and findings are acted upon.

The benchmark, which applies now,
comprises 15 criteria, nine of which apply

accruals accounts. The other six criteria
apply only to the external scrutiny of

*
*

The notes disclose all of the required

We have reproduced the benchmark

related-party transactions as

in a guide for members (bit.ly/ACCA-

required by the charities SORP.

trustees-ia). If you are a trustee, please

The statement of financial activities

pass it to your examiner or auditor. If you

either incorporates an income and

are an auditor or independent examiner,

accruals accounts are as follows:

expenditure account, or there is a

please share with charity trustees.

*

Trustees’ annual report: for

separate income and expenditure

registered charities, there is a

account if the charity is a company.

level areas and includes the following:

Consolidated accounts have been

‘The notes disclose all of the required

prepared if applicable and required

related party transactions as required

by the charity’s size.

by the charities SORP.’ The report

There is a cashflow statement if

highlights this, stating that ‘Failings

required by the charity’s size.

included incomplete reporting of related

accruals accounts.
The criteria that apply to the external
scrutiny of receipts and payments and

trustees’ annual report or, if a
company, a combined trustees’

*

*

annual report and directors’ report.

*

*

External scrutiny report: there is an
independent examination report or

*

The benchmark highlights the high-

audit report. There is an audit report

The report highlights that accounts

party transactions; of 77 cases in which

if an audit is required by the charity’s

reviewed by an auditor met the

these were not properly disclosed,

size. The external scrutiny report

benchmark more frequently than

although in all likelihood an oversight,

is worded correctly with reference

those reviewed by an independent

none were reported to the commission

made to the correct legislation.

examiner. Although qualified examiners

by auditors or independent examiners.

The accounts: there is a receipts and

performed better, only 44% of accounts

This raises additional concerns that the
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failure by trustees to manage conflicts

Solicitors’ accounts

to remember some of the basic

of interest is also being under-reported.’

As highlighted last month,

conditions on the second property rules

It is important to remember that charity

the new Solicitors Regulation

that apply for a residential dwelling,

reporting requirements are different

Authority (SRA) reporting regime

which includes dwellings both in Wales

from those under company reporting

is effective from 25 November,

and elsewhere in the world where the

preparation. The related-party reporting

and the changes are significant.

chargeable consideration given for that

requirement for a charity requires a

You can find a revised reporting

major interest is £40,000 or more.

statement on related parties even where

accountants engagement letter and a

no related-party transactions exist.

suggested exemption evaluation clause

ACCA is working with the Charity

at bit.ly/ACCA-engage-let.

Key elements to remember are:

*

Commission to support members,
whether they are trustees or working as

A dwelling for the purposes
of the higher rates will include
holiday homes and properties

Tax

let as furnished holiday lettings

practitioners. In the July/August issue of

(including those that have restricted

AB, we highlighted the importance of

Land transaction taxes

occupation, which prevent the

ensuring that independent examiners

The technical guidance covering

dwelling from being occupied all

followed the directions. Courses and

land transaction taxes (LTT) in Wales,

year round, and properties such as

other educational materials can be found

including alternative property finance

holiday park lodges).

at bit.ly/ACCA-adv.

relief, has been updated. It is important

*

The garden or grounds and
any buildings on the garden or
grounds are part of the dwelling,

Building/construction VAT

to the extent they are considered

The VAT domestic reverse charge for building and construction services has been

to be residential property for the

delayed and now starts on 1 October 2020. This means that the customer receiving

purposes of land transaction tax

the service will have to pay the VAT due to HMRC instead of the supplier. It will apply

and anti-avoidance (LTTA), and the

to individuals or businesses registered for VAT in the UK. The reverse charge will affect

consideration given for these will

supplies of building and construction services that need to be reported under the

also be liable to the higher rates.

Construction Industry Scheme at the standard or reduced rates. It will alter VAT
returns, invoicing and debtor requirements for both contractors and subcontractors.

*

If non-residential land is owned on
which the taxpayer is seeking, or

These businesses should start preparations, including amending contracts,

has obtained, planning permission

considering the impact on cashflow and how to manage the different ways of working.

to convert to residential, that

The guidance states: ‘If

major interest in the land is

you’re a contractor you’ll

not treated as an interest in a

also need to review all your

dwelling until construction or

contracts with sub-contractors,

adaptation actually commences.

to decide if the reverse charge

The seeking or obtaining of

will apply to the services you

planning permission falls short

receive under your contracts.

of the process of construction or

You’ll need to notify your

adaptation for use as a dwelling.

suppliers if it will. If you’re a

However, in the event that such a

sub-contractor you’ll also need

property was sold once construction

to contact your customers to

or adaptation had commenced, if

get confirmation from them if

the other conditions for LTT higher

the reverse charge will apply,

rates to apply to the transaction

including confirming if the

are present, the acquisition by the

customer is an end user or

buyer would be liable to the LTT

intermediary supplier.’
Find out more at bit.ly/domrev-vat.

higher rates.
You can see the specific guidance at
bit.ly/wales-prop. You can also listen
to more on property taxes in the UK
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in our practitioner webinar series at

cross-appeal from that decision by

as an agent, if your commission is

bit.ly/ACCA-web.

Respondent’s Notice.’

not readily identified

*

The appeal found for the taxpayer.

forfeited deposits and cancellation

VAT refunds

In the remarks, the following is stated:

VAT Refund Scheme for charities (VAT

‘In conclusion, BDO had neither actual

cancel bookings where these exceed

Notice 1001) has been updated. It

nor apparent authority to receive a s.9A

20% of the agreed price, when

includes VAT that can be reclaimed and

notice on behalf of Mr Tinkler and the

totalled, if you use method 2 to

the definition of a qualifying charity.

UT erred in concluding otherwise. This

These are based in the UK, Isle of Man,

means that the copy notice enclosed

another EU member state, Iceland,

with the BDO letter was not effective

Liechtenstein or Norway, and are:

as a s.9A notice. Given that no s.9A

customer (even if the agent deducts

*
*
*
*

palliative care charities

notice was validly sent to Mr Tinkler, and

a commission and you receive only

air ambulance charities

that he never received such a notice,

the balance) – if the agent grants a

search-and-rescue charities

it follows that no valid s.9A notice was

discount to the customer and makes

medical courier charities.

given in this case.

good this discount, your selling price

fees received from customers who

calculate tax points

*

if you sell through an agent, the full
amount paid by, or on account of, the

‘This is a case in which HMRC

is the amount paid by the customer

claimed under sections 33C and 33D’ –

have only themselves to blame for

plus the ‘top up’ amount added by

includes a reminder that for VAT incurred

what occurred. They were at fault

in another member state, charities will

in sending the notice of enquiry to

The selling price should not include:

need to reclaim in those countries.

the wrong address. They misled

*

‘any refunds made to customers for

*

the value of any packages of

Section 2.8 – ‘VAT that cannot be

The guidance also reminds other

the agent.’

BDO into assuming that an enquiry

unsatisfactory service

charities of the reliefs available to them,

had been validly opened. BDO did

in How VAT affects charities (VAT Notice

nothing to cause the adoption of

701/1). See bit.ly/gov-vat1001.

the mistaken assumption. In all the

Margin Scheme supplies – you

circumstances of the present case,

should account for VAT on these in

Tinkler v HMRC

any acquiescence by BDO in HMRC’s

the normal way

The appeal via the Court of Appeal is

mistaken assumption is insufficient to

summed up at the beginning of the

found unconscionability.’

*

More at bit.ly/tinkler-v-hmrc.

judgment. It ‘concerns whether the

supplies which do not include any

amounts collected by you as
an agent, if your commission is
readily identified

Respondents (HMRC) gave a valid

*

any discount you agree with

*

forfeited deposits and cancellation

notice of enquiry under s.9A of the

Tour operators scheme

Taxes Management Act 1970 (TMA

The Tour Operators Margin Scheme

1970) to the Appellant, Mr Tinkler,

(VAT Notice 709/5) guidance has been

of their intention to enquire into his

updated, including paragraph 6.1, which

cancel bookings if you use method

03/04 self-assessment tax return (the

details how to work out the selling price.

1 to calculate tax points, or you use

Return). HMRC contend that valid

This should include:

method 2 and have received 20% or

notice was given by sending a copy

*

of the notice to Mr Tinkler to his

‘the total VAT-inclusive selling price

your customer
fees received from customers who

less of the agreed price.’

of all your Margin Scheme supplies

For more information, see bit.ly/gov-

accountants, BDO Stoy Hayward LLP

– if you make a charge for payment

vat-7095.

(BDO). The Upper Tribunal (UT) found

by credit card this is also part of

for HMRC on this issue, reversing the

your total selling price and must be

The Budget

decision of the FTT on this point. Mr

included in this total

ACCA will produce Budget information,

the total VAT-inclusive selling price

as in past years. All members who

of any in-house supplies which you

require the Budget newsletter provided

no valid notice was given, Mr Tinkler is

have supplied together with Margin

for SMPs should amend their email

stopped by convention from contending

Scheme supplies

preferences so that they receive the

amounts received relating to any

Budget edition of In Practice. You can

supplies, packaged with Margin

find a past example at bit.ly/ACCA-ip-

Scheme supplies which you arrange

budget2018.

Tinkler appeals from that decision.
Alternatively, HMRC contend that, if

otherwise. The UT found against
HMRC on this issue, reversing the
decision of the FTT on this point. HMRC

*
*
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Feel the burn
The potential impact of the new leasing standard has long been a concern, and the
numbers now emerging reveal the extent of the damage, says Stephen Bowen FCCA
For those who may have missed the

organisation’s liability (with consequent

event of the year (Brexit? England

depreciation and interest charges).
Exceptional circumstances include:

winning the Cricket World Cup?), it has

*

now been 10 months since IFRS 16,
Leases, came into effect. IFRS 16

where an asset is of low value
(typically office furniture and IT
equipment, but not vehicles)

represents a fundamental change in
the look of companies’ lease-related
accounts (especially on the statement
of financial position).
A recent study of FTSE 100 companies

*

where the contract length is 12

*

the lessor has the substantive right

months or less
of substitution of an asset (in which

found that 97 will have to adopt IFRS 16

case a lease may not exist at all).

The increase
in liabilities for
the 84 FTSE
100 companies
publishing figures
is £109bn, against
assets of £86bn

as lessees (the standard has minimal

What does remain, however, are the

impact on the three that are lessors

notions of right of control and risks and

only). Of these, 84 have either already

rewards of ownership. For companies

adopted IFRS 16 or have indicated the

not used to recording most leases in the

lease (taking into account likelihood of

likely impact in their accounts.

statement of financial position, this has

extensions), and the implicit interest rate

been a Herculean challenge.

in the lease in the first instance, if readily

As a quick recap, IFRS 16 represents
a seismic change in the way IFRS

The amount of data required for

available (otherwise the incremental

reporting companies account for leases.

compliance is overwhelming and is one

borrowing rate). As well as providing

Unless there are specific exceptional

of the major implementation challenges.

the necessary calculations, this data will

circumstances, virtually all leases will

For example, for each lease (or

inform the choice of transition method.

have to be capitalised with the creation

classification of leases), an organisation

of an asset, albeit one that cannot be

has to obtain the fair value of the right-

Initial measurement

sold, and a consequent increase in an

of-use asset, the contractual term of the

IFRS 16 permits a choice (with certain
conditions) on how to transition: fully

Example impacts on non-FTSE companies
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retrospectively or in a modified form
(the ‘cumulative catch-up method’).
Under a fully retrospective transition,

Company (location of listing)

Impact on liabilities (approx)

LVMH (France)

€12bn (US$13bn)

if it has always been in place for the

Airbus (France)

€2bn (US$2.2bn)

organisation’s leases. So for each lease

Jardine Matheson (Singapore)

US$5bn

Tencent (Hong Kong)

RMB10bn (US$1.4bn)

Alibaba (China)

RMB19bn under US GAAP (US$2.6bn)

information to apply IFRS 16 to generate

Commonwealth Bank of Australia

A$3bn under AAS (US$2bn)

a right-of-use asset and a lease. It also

Tata Consultancy Services (India)

INR6,555 crore under Ind AS (US$910m)

Emirates Airline (UAE)

AED58bn–62bn (US$15.8bn–16.9bn)

Amazon (US)

US$21bn

Walmart (US)

US$18bn

the preparer implements IFRS 16 as

not already capitalised, the entity has
to return to the point it entered into
the lease and gather all the necessary

has to run two sets of accounts for the
final year under IAS 17 to be able to
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Example impacts on FTSE 100 companies
Sector

Sector increases in
lease liabilities (L),
right-of-use assets (A)

Example company/
financial year

Company increases
in lease liabilities (L),
right-of-use assets (A)

Implementation method

Retail

£24bn/£18bn

Tesco (2019)

£10.5bn/£7.7bn

Fully retrospective

Oil and gas

£20bn/£19bn

Royal Dutch Shell (2018)

US$16bn/US$15.6bn

Modified retrospective

Telecoms

L and A: £16bn

Vodafone (2019)

L and A: €9.5bn–10.5bn

Modified retrospective

Banking

L and A: £11bn

HSBC (2018)

L and A: US$5bn

Modified retrospective

Travel and leisure

£6bn/£5bn

IAG (2018)

€5.2bn/€4.5bn

Modified retrospective

supply the comparative year for the first

grandfathering option not to have to re-

year of transition. This last point is the

assess contracts already deemed not to

The total increase to the liabilities for

main advantage of this approach – the

be leases according to the requirements

those 84 companies has been calculated

transparency of the accounts

of IFRIC 4, Determining Whether an

at around £109bn (a 72% conversion

Arrangement Contains a Lease.

rate from the last reported operating

Under the modified adoption
method, an entity applies IFRS 16 only

a detailed account of IFRS 16’s effects.

lease positions), with corresponding

Of the 97 FTSE 100 companies that

to the opening statement of financial

are lessees, only 14 applied the fully

position for the transition year. There

retrospective method; 75 applied the

is no requirement to revert to the start

modified method (with 17 choosing the

that were widely expected to be at the

of each lease. Instead, a retrospective

hybrid version). The 75 cover industries

sharp end – see the table above for the

approach is applied to the opening

such as banking, mining and support

impact on the companies’ assets and

positions, with any difference between

services. Among the 14 that applied

liabilities. See the panel opposite for

the right-of-use assets and lease liability

fully retrospectively, six are in the retail

the effects on some example companies

being applied to the opening balance

sector – only one general retailer

that are listed outside the UK.

of retained earnings. No comparative

adopted the modified method.

assets amounting to around £86bn.
Particularly affected are industries

The effects of IFRS 16 and its local

information has to be restated, although

equivalents are likely to cause quite

the use of the incremental borrowing

Materiality and position

an impact on the financial statements

rate is required.

While the vast majority of the FTSE

of relevant reporting organisations.

organisations stated there would be

Interim accounts have already begun

liability is measured at the present

little initial material impact on the

to update investors in earnest. The

value of remaining lease payments

statement of comprehensive income or

effects will ripple far and wide across the

(discounted using the lessee’s

on net assets, just over 60% stated there

world at a time of increased economic

incremental borrowing rate at the

would be a material impact on the value

uncertainty and where financial markets

date of initial application), whereas the

of assets and liabilities.

are undecided where they head next.

With the modified approach, the

right-of-use asset can be measured on a

All UK government departments with

Of the 97 FTSE 100 companies that

lease-by-lease basis:

IFRS 16 applies to, 84 announced

relevant leases will be implementing

*

at an amount as if the standard had

numbers: 34 gave actual numbers (six of

the changes next year. For UK SMEs,

been applied fully retrospectively

them were early adopters), five provided

changes to FRS 102 are widely expected

(but using the incremental

precise estimated numbers, and 45

to be included in the next triennial

borrowing rate) – effectively a hybrid

published estimates of likely outcomes

review (due 2022), so they might find

version of each transition method

(eight of them offering an expected

the outcomes of the 2019 experiences a

at an amount equal to the lease

range of assets and liabilities).

useful guide in due course.

*

liability adjusted for any applicable
accruals or prepayments.

Whatever the choice, there is a

AB

For those that have published
information on IFRS 16, the disclosure

Stephen Bowen is a financial

notes are very comprehensive and give

professional specialising in IFRS 16.
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Property right
Steve Collings FCCA sheds light on elements in the accounting treatment of
investment property under FRS 102 that have been foxing preparers of reports
The accounting treatment of

of construction or being developed

held under a lease and classified as an

investment property under FRS 102,

for future use as investment property

investment property is accounted for as

The Financial Reporting Standard

comes within its scope. Land held for

a finance lease even if the lease would

applicable in the UK and Republic of

long-term capital appreciation also

be classified as an operating lease if it

Ireland, is notably different from the

meets the definition.

fell within the scope of section 20, on

approach of old UK GAAP, and some

Preparers of reports should be aware

at the lower of the fair value of the

investment property and owner-

property and the present value of

investment property as: ‘Property (land

occupied property is crucial because the

the minimum lease payments with a

or a building, or part of a building, or

accounting treatments for investment

corresponding finance lease creditor.

both) held by the owner or by the lessee

property (section 16 of the standard)

Any premium paid is treated as part

under a finance lease to earn rentals

and property, plant and equipment

of the minimum lease payments; it is

or for capital appreciation or both,

(section 17) are significantly different.

therefore included in the cost of the

The FRS 102 glossary defines

rather than for: (a) use in the production

CPD

leases. The asset is therefore recognised

that the correct distinction between

aspects are open to interpretation.

asset but excluded from the liability.

or supply of goods or services or for

Measurement

administrative purposes, or (b) sale in

When a property meets the definition

a clear understanding of the rules is

the ordinary course of business.’

of investment property, it is initially

needed. Section 16 of FRS 102 uses the

recognised at cost: the purchase price

fair value accounting rules in company

that generates rental income, that

plus all directly attributable costs (which

law to measure investment property.

property will meet the definition of

may include legal fees, stamp duty and

This means that all fair value gains and

investment property and it will be

brokerage fees). If payment is deferred

losses must pass through the profit

accounted for under section 16 of

beyond normal credit terms, the initial

and loss account. Unless the entity is a

FRS 102. Also, keep in mind that the

cost of the investment property is the

micro-entity reporting under FRS 105,

definition refers to ‘land or a building,

present value of all future payments.

The Financial Reporting Standard

Therefore, if a business has a property

or part of a building, or both’, which
means that properties in the course

Paragraph 16.6 of FRS 102 states that
the initial cost of a property interest

When it comes to measurement,

applicable to the Micro-entities Regime,
investment property is not depreciated
but remeasured to fair value at each
reporting date. There is an accounting

Measurement example

policy choice in FRS 102 (March 2018)

On 1 March 2019, a company acquired an investment property for £150,000

for intra-group investment property –

including all directly attributable costs, all of which was paid out of cash. The

see paragraphs 16.4A and 16.4B.

company prepares its financial statements to 31 December each year. On initial

*
*

Dr Investment property

£150,000

revaluation reserve, as was the case

Cr Cash at bank

£150,000

under old UK GAAP). While FRS 102

This is the initial accounting recognition of the investment property.
On 31 December 2019, the property’s fair value increased to £200,000. The increase

does not recognise the concept of
operating profit, most entities are
continuing to present an operating profit

in fair value is recorded as follows:

*
*

The fair value gain is taken through
profit and loss (not directly to a

recognition, the entries in the books are:

Dr Investment property

£50,000

line, so such gains are included within

Cr Fair value adjustments (profit and loss)

£50,000

operating profit (eg as cost of sales,

This is the fair value increase as at 31 December 2019.

administrative expenses or as a separate
line item if sufficiently material).
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Deferred tax
Paragraph 29.16 of FRS 102 requires
deferred tax to be brought into account
for investment properties using the tax
rates and allowances that will apply to
the sale of the asset.
Using the measurement example
provided in the box on the facing
page, if it is assumed that the company
has no plans to sell the asset for the
foreseeable future, then deferred
tax is calculated using the tax rates
and laws that have been enacted or
substantively enacted by the balance
sheet date. The company can therefore
use a rate of 17%, as this will be the
corporation tax rate starting on 1 April
2020 (indexation allowance may also
be available depending on when the
asset was purchased, although this has
been ignored for the purposes of the
measurement example).
value gain for presentation purposes

It must be emphasised that fair value

to a separate reserve (eg a ‘non-

£8,500 (£50,000 x 17%) and is recorded

gains on investment property are

distributable reserve’).

as follows:

non-distributable profits because they

So, using the example in the box,

*
*

Dr Tax expense (P&L)

£8,500

CPD

Non-distributable profit

deferred tax on the £50,000 gain is

The company does not have to do

are not realised gains. A company

this because it is not a requirement of

Cr Deferred tax provision £8,500

could therefore choose to transfer a

company law, but it is an efficient means

This is the deferred tax on investment

portion of its profit and loss reserves

of separating distributable profits from

property fair value gain at 17%.

equal to the net cumulative fair

non-distributable profits to avoid the
latter being inappropriately distributed.
These are some of the confusing areas
of FRS 102 where investment property
is concerned that appear to have been
causing problems for preparers. In all
cases, it is advisable to have a sound
understanding of the detailed aspects
of FRS 102 so that the accounting
treatments can be correctly applied and
a true and fair view presented in the
financial statements.

AB

Steve Collings FCCA is a partner at
Leavitt Walmsley Associates.
More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Nowhere to hide
HMRC is helping usher in a new era of tax transparency through an international
collaboration to police the global financial system, explains Simon York
Of all the work HMRC does, the area

information, to one where we now get

that seems to capture the imagination

data on millions of accounts from those

They want to do the right thing and

of the public and headline writers

very same jurisdictions.

they know that means paying the right

the most is offshore tax evasion. I

As mentioned, HMRC has been at

can understand why. The image of

the forefront of this work. We launched

them to get things right the first time,

international crooks squirrelling away

our No Safe Havens strategy in 2013

including those with complex offshore

their ill-gotten gains in far-flung places

with the clear objective of ensuring

tax affairs. However, we also know there

is compelling, even if it falls short of

there were no jurisdictions where UK

is a determined minority who refuse

the full picture.

taxpayers could hide income and assets.

to play by the rules and that’s why FIS

The truth is that an awful lot has

Relaunched this year, this strategy has

exists. Tax fraud is not a victimless

changed for the better over the past

underpinned everything we’ve done to

crime – it robs our vital public services

decade, and while the days of hiding

tackle offshore avoidance and evasion.

of much-needed funds. There’s also the

wealth offshore are not necessarily over,

amount of tax. We want to support

fact that the type of person involved

Sophisticated frauds

in the more serious end of tax crime is

We also created the Fraud Investigation

often involved in a host of other illegal

brought a lot of pain to a lot of people

Service (FIS) – the part of the

activities, and thinks nothing of using

– it also brought a renewed hunger

department I lead, which is responsible

violence, corruption and coercion.

from both politicians and citizens that

for investigating the most serious and

everybody should pay their fair share.

sophisticated frauds, including those

to determine which action is most

That was the clarion call for a number of

where money is moved offshore. I’m

appropriate. In the majority of cases

significant changes, many of which, I am

extremely proud to head up FIS and to

the best option might be to use our

proud to say, were led by the UK with

work with some of the most dedicated

civil powers, but we will not hesitate to

HMRC at the helm.

and skilful professionals in government.

pursue criminal proceedings if we deem

I would suggest they are numbered.
The global financial crisis of 2007/08

Since 2010, the UK government

Likewise, I know my colleagues value

All our investigations are assessed

the case serious enough.

has introduced more than 100 new

the expertise and knowledge of the

measures to tackle tax avoidance,

accountancy sector. Let’s be frank – we

the corporate criminal offence, which is

evasion and non-compliance. These

can’t win the fight against domestic or

aimed at those companies who fail to

have secured and protected more

international tax crime without your help.

prevent their employees from facilitating

That includes using new powers like

than £200bn, including £2.9bn from

tax evasion. This remains the case

those who thought they could hide

whether the tax evaded is owed in the

money offshore.
The UK has also played a key role
in driving global tax transparency, not
least through the Common Reporting
Standard – the agreement whereby
more than 100 jurisdictions are now
committed to automatically exchanging
financial account data.
It means we’ve moved from an
environment where jurisdictions
would routinely use strict secrecy
rules to frustrate any requests for tax
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The majority of people are honest.

Tax fraud is not a
victimless crime
– it robs our vital
public services
of much-needed
funds and can fuel
a host of other
illegal activities

UK or in another country.
Our approach clearly works. FIS
routinely brings in around £5bn per
year for the exchequer and has put
thousands of criminals behind bars,
including those who thought they
could flee justice by going overseas.
Meanwhile, our offshore work continues
to grow, with more than 120 individuals
currently under criminal investigation
for offshore tax evasion. We’re also
criminally investigating a further 200
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individuals for facilitating tax crime,
including frauds offshore.

International collaboration
But we’re far from complacent. We have
always known that a problem as big as
global tax crime needs a global solution
and that’s why last year we launched the
Joint Chiefs of Global Tax Enforcement
(J5). The tax authorities from the UK, US,
Canada, Australia and the Netherlands
have together formed this alliance
dedicated to combatting international
tax crime and money laundering. It
brings together experts from a range
of disciplines, including tax, offshore,
crypto and cyber.
Of course, the foundations were
already laid through previous joint
work to tackle tax avoidance, evasion
and organised crime, and from the
international collaboration that followed
the release of the Panama and Paradise
Papers. But the J5 has taken that
collaboration to another level. In just
over 12 months, partners have been
working together on more than 50
investigations, including cases that
involve some extremely sophisticated
enablers of tax evasion. We are
also working on cases from money
laundering to personal tax fraud, and
have exchanged more data in the last
year than the previous 10 combined.
I believe we have taken a significant
step in transforming a fragmented
global law enforcement landscape – one
where criminals had the opportunity
to slip between jurisdictional cracks
into one where any sign they leave
in any one of our jurisdictions can be
collectively exploited by our joint skill,
knowledge and resource.
Our message to them is clear – no
matter how safe you think you are, the
J5 is closing in.

AB

Simon York is head of HMRC’s Fraud
Investigation Service.
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A matter of trust
If the bank of mum and dad doesn’t trust its offspring’s life partner not to run off with
the money, various ring-fencing options are available to secure the loan
Mention the word ‘trust’ in the context

60

Although originally introduced in

‘trustee’, who would manage the estate

of financial planning, and one’s mind

Roman law two millennia ago, the use of

and pay and receive feudal dues, on the

immediately turns to tax advantages

trusts really took off during the crusades

understanding that the ownership would

and how the wealthy apparently use

of the 12th and 13th centuries. While

be conveyed back on their return – the

legal methods to avoid large tax bills.

landowners left England to fight in the

ultimate sign of trust.

But a new survey reminds us of the true

crusades, they entrusted ownership

meaning and original purpose of trusts.

of their lands in their absence to a

However, crusaders often found that
the trustee refused to hand back the
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property on their return. Unfortunately

any help to buy their first home. Some

ways to ring-fence a gift, such as for a

for the crusader, English common law

20% described their offspring’s partner

mortgage deposit, in case a relationship

did not recognise his claim. As far as the

as being money-grabbing, secretive,

breaks down. But, he warns, it is much

king’s courts were concerned, the land

dishonest and lacking intelligence, while

easier to do this before sending a bank

belonged to the trustee, who was under

a quarter said they’d like their son-in-law

transfer than afterwards.

no obligation to return it; the crusader

or daughter-in-law to be excluded from

had no legal claim.

benefiting from any gifts or inheritance

children endure heartbreak sometimes

altogether.

have insult added to injury when a

The disgruntled crusader would
then petition the king, who would

While avoiding the obvious question

‘Parents who have seen their

relationship ends and their child’s ex

refer the matter to his lord chancellor.

about who NFU Mutual interviewed –

waltzes off with a share of the money

The lord chancellor would consider it

clearly not a very understanding and

they gave their child,’ McCann says.

‘unconscionable’ that the legal owner

accepting bunch, bordering on feudal

could go back on his word and deny

and laden with mistrust in their own

using a gift from a parent to buy a house

the crusader’s claims. Therefore, he

children’s life choices – the survey acts

with their partner, a ‘declaration of trust’

would find in favour of the returning

as a reminder that trusts can serve a

can help ensure that if the relationship

crusader. And so it was established that

wider purpose than mere tax planning.

breaks down, the deposit they paid and

For instance, if an unmarried child is

although the trustee might have been

the share of the property they bought

the technical owner of the assets, in

is returned to them after any mortgage

this case land, the true owner was the
returning warrior.
An interesting point here is that often
the crusaders did not trust their spouses
with the land, preferring a third party
to act as a trustee. Today, trusts are
used for many different purposes, but,
fundamentally, are based on trust –
either that the assets will be used for the
intended beneficiary, or to prevent them
falling into the hands of someone who

is repaid.

48% of parents with
grown-up children
say a lack of trust
in their son-in-law
or daughter-in-law
would affect how
they give money to
their children

Where there’s a will...
Then there are trusts in wills. If a parent
is worried about what would happen
after their death, they can set up a
trust in their will. There are a number of
options but one of the most common is
to give a child a ‘life interest’ in property
or investments. This gives them the
right to live in the property or enjoy the

is not trusted.

income from the investments for their
life, but not ownership of the asset.

Closed doors

Sean McCann, chartered financial

However, this can cut both ways.

This is the underlying point raised by

planner at NFU Mutual, says: ‘While the

Earlier this year STEP, the inheritance

NFU Mutual recently when it declared:

bank of mum and dad frequently throws

and succession planning professional

‘Trust issues mean bank of mum and

its doors open to help children get on

body, found that more than half of

dad is not always open for business.’

the housing ladder, there are notable

UK members surveyed had seen

While the parental bank effectively

exceptions, especially when there is a

an increase in the use of trusts to

continues to act as one of the nation’s

lack of trust over their child’s choice of

provide control and flexibility over

biggest mortgage lenders to help

partner. ‘Like most lenders, the bank

inheritance; marriages later in life,

offspring get a foot on the housing

of mum and dad is risk-averse. But just

and the need to protect the interests

ladder, its doors are not always open,

because parents don’t trust their child’s

of children from previous marriages,

particularly when parents do not trust

choice of partner, it shouldn’t stop

were key drivers.

their children’s choice of partner.

them giving money to help their son or

Research from the financial advice firm

daughter get on in life.’

STEP’s research highlighted the
broad use of trusts for ordinary families,
beyond stereotypes of the wealthy. But

reveals around half (48%) of all parents
with grown-up children say a lack of trust

Ring-fencing

quite what it says about the trust placed

in their son-in-law or daughter-in-law

And this is where a well-structured trust

in step-parents is another matter.

would affect when or how they would

is the appropriate course of action.

give money to their children – including

As McCann notes, there are plenty of

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
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The view from

Dissatisfaction
with income

Louis Rowley ACCA, accountant at Mark J Rees LLP in
Leicester, and former professional footballer

levels among
the top six
accounting firms does
not necessarily negatively

At the age of 16, I signed

We have a varied client

impact audit quality where auditors

with Manchester United

base ranging from sole

expect to remain in the profession,

and played in the under-18

traders to plcs and

climb up the ranks and later earn

and under-21 squads. After

businesses operating

higher compensation.

my studies I transferred

internationally. We pride

Source: John Molson School of Business

to Leicester City FC on a

ourselves on caring for

at Concordia University

professional contract for

each client individually and

a year. But I missed the

aim to provide the highest

intellectual stimulation of studying.

standard of care and personal service.

Box headline
Deloitte
reports growth

I spent a few days at an array of

It’s always inspiring to see the strong,

Voluptas eum,
Deloitte’s
revenues
ipis mincte
in the UK
ped
and
quis

accountancy firms and realised that I

trusting business relationships we build.

accullorest, sintecta
Switzerland
in the year
velest
ending
labor
May
rereiciis
2019

preferred that environment to football,

It came as a real shock to me when I first

quos10.9%
rose
dollautetur?
to £3.97bn.
Qui nam,
Revenues
volorgrew

so I gave up professional sport to

started as a trainee not only how much

sunt
by
17.8%
adi berit
in taxvene
andpro
legal
quae
to £862m;
commos

pursue my career in the profession. I can

clients rely upon and trust the managers

quaspit,
10.5%
in si
financial
omni lorem
advisory
ipsum.
to £507m;

honestly say I have never once doubted

and partners, but how much they value

Boxout
9%
in consulting
crosshead:
to £952m;
doluptur,
and
sequamust
8.1%

my decision.

and enjoy the relationship.

magni
in
auditbera
and coribusdam
risk advisoryet
tore
£1.11bn.
nobist la

I now work for Mark J Rees LLP, a

I like to start each day with a workout

rerum volut
£584m
in 2018.
volorun.
It also announced it

fantastic firm of six partners and

to really get my mind active and firing

Boxout
will
double
crosshead:
its fully paid
moditat
non-birthing
urehend

a number of teams. The business

on all cylinders. I also try and read

isciae. Gitae
parental
leave
magnima
to four weeks.
ximporr

provides excellent training and likes to

before I start. It’s the personal hour

undenimilit prem culpa dolore prae

bring its trainees through each stage

before work that helps set the tone for

estrum
rerem aborrup
turiantionup
culpa
EY
global
revenues

of their development, watching them

the day – and freshly brewed coffee.

doluptus
lorem
ipsum
dolor growth
sit amet.
EY
reported
global
revenue
of

dolore con reprofit
Distributable
volorer
was
spercit
£617m,
autem
up from
as

step up to the next role. All the partners

8% in the year ending June 2019, to

were once juniors at the company, so

Career highlights so far are completing

US$36.4bn.
Revenues grew by 15.5% in
Box headline

it’s incredibly encouraging knowing the

my ACCA Qualification and bringing

transaction
advisory;
9.2% in
advisory;
Voluptas eum,
ipis mincte
ped
quis

same opportunities are available to

in my first client. The qualification

8.6%
in tax; and
4.4%velest
in assurance.
accullorest,
sintecta
labor rereiciis

other members of staff.

has given me great confidence and

They
by 9.1%Qui
in Asia-Pacific;
quos grew
dollautetur?
nam, volor 8.5%

credibility, particularly when liaising with

in
theadi
Americas;
7.5%
Japan;
and
sunt
berit vene
proinquae
commos

clients and fellow accountants.

7.1%
in the
Europe, Middle
East,
India
quaspit,
si omnoditat
urehend
isciae.
and
region.
US revenues
were
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Audit fee brakes come off
Rising technology costs, heavier regulatory burden and greater auditor rotation are all
starting to bite as the Big Four look to shake off the loss-leader suspicions around audit
audited. This compares with just over

the audit market of the UK’s largest

£676m in audit fees paid by those same

audit fees charged to audit clients has

listed companies, it is becoming clear

companies (excluding those that were

fallen considerably over the past five

that costs are set to increase, as the

not in the FTSE 350 at the time) five

years. Figures compiled for Accounting

Big Four firms report overruns and

years ago. And those fees are set to rise

and Business show that this year

renegotiate fees.

even further after it emerged that the

FTSE 350 companies paid £146m to

Big Four underbudgeted the cost of the

their auditors for non-audit services.

350 (all but eight of which have Big

audit in a significant number of cases –

Five years ago, the equivalent figure for

Four auditors) pay more than £900m

and now see little reason not to ask for

those same businesses stood at £219m.

collectively to have their businesses

more money.

The figures do not include audit-related

Today, companies in the FTSE

64

At the same time, the value of non-

Amid the myriad changes affecting
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‘We recognise that the outcome

saying that they should expect to see

cost is unlikely to be exactly as we

their audit fees increase in the future.

estimated, but as it is often the case

The price inflation has been put down

will swallow certain costs in order to

that the assumptions on which we have

to increased costs and investment in

keep their clients. As a result, the Big

made our estimate are reasonably

technology, as well as greater regulatory

Four firms have been under significant

borne out, the outcome is usually within

burdens. Reports also indicate that the

pressure to account for their cost

an expected and appropriate range

firms are reviewing their audit client

overruns, amid fears that they use audit

of profitability.’

portfolios with a view to ditching those

fees, which have risen from £107m five
years ago to £129m today.
But there is still concern that auditors

work as a loss leader for more lucrative
consultancy work.

they consider to be high risk.

He added: ‘It is our experience
that, where additional work is validly
required, audit committees are

Low-balling

Renegotiation

receptive to additional fees being billed.

However, it is clear that, given the

Earlier this year, following their

Where this is not the case, we consider

Big Four’s responses to the business

appearance before the business select

the appropriateness of continuing

select committee, there is a growing

committee of the House of Commons,

as auditor for the subsequent year,

pressure to recoup cost overruns to

the Big Four firms were required to

although such instances are very rare.’

avoid accusations of low-balling – the

provide details about the number of

practice of charging a reduced audit fee

FTSE 350 companies they audited

in the hope of securing more valuable

where costs were at least 10% more than

consultancy work.
KPMG’s response to the business

originally budgeted.

select committee outlined the risk of

Deloitte reported that, out of a
sample of its FTSE 350 audit clients, 50%
had cost overruns of more than 10%.
While 80% of cost overrun clients had
made an additional payment, only 24%
had paid the full overrun cost.
EY admitted to similar overruns at 32%
of its FTSE 350 clients in 2018. In half
those cases, it took up the issue with the

undercharging that occurs when an

There is a growing
pressure on audit
firms to recoup
cost overruns to
avoid accusations
of low-balling

audit firm takes on a new client. The firm
said: ‘Although we spend a significant
amount of time understanding a
company during an audit tender, it is
inevitable that we have a lower level
of understanding of such a company’s
systems, processes, people and control
environment than we would have for

clients’ audit committees, all of which

a company that we have audited for a

agreed to a renegotiation of the fees.
At KPMG, a sample of FTSE 350 audits

number of years.

The amount an auditor charges its

over the past five years revealed 10%+

listed clients is, of course, a matter

‘There is therefore a higher risk that

overruns at 16%. The firm renegotiated

of public record, as indeed are the

we underestimate the effort required

the fees at 83% of these companies.

fees charged for non-audit work. It is

to deliver a high-quality audit to a

therefore not particularly surprising that

company where we have recently won a

its FTSE 350 audit clients. Fees were

when a client replaces its auditor, the

competitive tender.

renegotiated at nearly two-thirds (62%).

audit fee can remain broadly similar.

And PwC saw overruns at 43% of

‘Looking back at first-year audits of

The situation is an evolving one, though

the 21 FTSE 350 trading companies

committee chair Rachel Reeves, KPMG’s

– there have been some significant

where we tendered and were appointed

senior partner Bill Michael explained:

increases in audit fees recorded when

over the last three years, on around

‘Typically, when we price our audits, we

a new audit firm is appointed. For

half of these audits the amount billed

estimate the amount of work and mix

instance, BT Group’s audit fee jumped

in respect of the first-year audit

of partners/staff required to meet our

from £11.3m to £14.2m when it moved

included additional fees to reflect costs

objective in terms of audit quality. We

from PwC to KPMG earlier this year.

exceeding budget, though in many

In his letter to the business select

then discuss that estimate with the audit

Such increases should not come as a

cases the level of cost overrun was less
than 10%.’

committee and seek to agree a fee

surprise, especially given reports that

which is both competitive and makes a

Hywel Ball, EY’s head of audit in the

positive contribution to profit.

UK, has written to his firm’s audit clients

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
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Welcome aboard
Getting clients onboarded can be onerous, but technology can help turn it into one of
your firm’s main selling points, say Julia Whistler and Keith Alphonso
Accountancy practices are discovering

intensive and typically involves copious

They want more than just accounting,

the benefits of digitalising new

paperwork and manual data entry that

auditing, tax, litigation or advisory

client onboarding – a long-dreaded,

ties up your team’s resources. Coupled

services – they want an experience that

intensively manual process – and

with this are the global marketplace’s

strengthens their trust in your counsel,

using it to provide a better customer

increasingly complex compliance

which will keep them coming back.

experience right from the outset.

requirements, which orientate much

Digitalising your onboarding

of the onboarding process for both

Seamless onboarding

workflows, particularly through

client and practice. All this leaves little

A common pain point in the existing

automation, provides a real opportunity

room – and time – for creating the

customer experience is many practices’

to increase efficiency, reduce operating

kind of strategic, trusting partnerships

dependence on disparate software

costs, and deploy data-gathering and

that accounting firms need to thrive.

tools and systems that don’t play well

analytics in service of your clients’

Digitalisation can help ease the pain

together and involve a lot of manual

broader goals.

of onboarding.

work. This patchwork of inconsistent

Forward-looking practices are

Client expectations with respect to

platforms requires time and effort to

leveraging automation to help

technology are changing too. In fact,

maintain, and can be stretched beyond

reduce mundane, repetitive tasks,

according to Audit 2025 – The future is

its limits when team members or clients

freeing up team members to focus on

want access to information on the go,

complex work and client management,

from a variety of devices.

which makes both clients and

Onboarding isn’t
associated with
warm, fuzzy
feelings. It’s
tedious, labourintensive and can
involve copious
paperwork

employees happier.
Picture it: you’ve just signed a major
new account for your firm and you’re
optimistic. If things go well, this client
could be a critical part of your business
for years. Expectations are high – not
just at your own practice, but in the
mind of your new client too.
To get the relationship off on the
right foot, you know you need to get
the onboarding process right. In the

In the face of these challenges,
some practices are making strides
towards a more seamless customer
onboarding experience through the use
of automation. A strong automation
approach attacks key pain points to
deliver value in the following ways:

*

in lower operating costs and
increased revenue

*

first few weeks, you’ll be establishing

Enhanced access and global
visibility through a unified, intuitive
cloud-based platform

credibility, building trust and cultivating

now, a report by Forbes Insights/KPMG,

the positive experience you need to

67% of clients surveyed are looking

happen to be seen as a trusted partner

for deeper technology skills from their

for years to come.

accounting firms.
The path to realising the benefits

66

More efficient operations, resulting

*

Improved data extraction and

*
*

Lower risk of lapses in compliance

*

The ability to be up and running in

analytics
Boosted employee productivity
through fewer repetitive manual

Hard work

of digitalisation starts with an

But then comes the reality check:

understanding that clients don’t just want

onboarding isn’t associated with

to engage with accountancy firms that

warm, fuzzy feelings. Few accounting

understand their needs, but with those

Client loyalty is built on the quality

professionals would characterise it as

able to proactively support their business

of the experience your firm provides.

simple or enjoyable. It’s tedious, labour-

goals in a competitive environment.

You need to deliver a truly positive

tasks
weeks, not months.
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experience. By making onboarding

improvements in communication,

drive successful change. While

as clean and efficient as possible,

sharing, approval and document

this is more easily said than done,

you show clients your value upfront,

signoff are applicable elsewhere. This

maintaining the status quo is not an

so you can focus your efforts on

includes client verification processes,

option. Taking the leap, however,

differentiating your practice through

documentation, billing and helping you

could reap rewards for both you and

excellent service Investing in a

analyse client information to provide

your clients.

streamlined onboarding experience

more valuable insights.

will set you on the path to a long and
profitable customer relationship.
You could also consider other places
where automation can help. Key process

When it comes to digitalising

AB

Julia Whistler is head of operations

operations, accountancy practices

at Foulger Underwood, and Keith

need to think very carefully about

Alphonso is head of sales and marketing

their approach and strategy to

at One Paper Lane.
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The full package
ReceiptBank, in association with ACCA, looks at how practitioners can bring
even more value to clients by becoming their virtual finance director
We live in a technological era. Today’s
business owners can apply advanced

Virtual FD advice

automation (from data entry to

Issues for clients to consider when taking on virtual FD services include:

cashflow forecasts) to operate in

*

the background while they run their

Own the bookkeeping. Access to the right client information is essential. Once
you own the data, you can take control of any processes the client needs by

businesses. But while new financial

coding it and pushing it through the appropriate software. Clients can send

tools make the workload easier, they

you information in any way they choose, but digital pathways are the most

are far from comprehensive. There

efficient. There are a range of apps and packages available that simplify business

is still a huge gap that accounting

administration for clients and the collection of accurate and comprehensive

practitioners can fill, offering business

information for their adviser. For example, Receipt Bank’s app is an HMRC-

owners support and advice.

compliant platform that turns receipts into data by enabling the business to take

‘Technology frees up time for
accountants to keep their clients
compliant while building deeper

a photo of the receipt using the mobile app.

*

Use cloud technology. Cloud accounting underpins virtual FD services, giving
practitioners instant access to real-time information on clients’ expenses, income

relationships with them and focussing

and other critical data. It also securely stores receipts in a searchable archive.

on value-adding services such as

If you have a real-time view of clients’ numbers, you can spot any anomalies

forecasting, financial modelling,
growth planning and strategic
guidance,’ says Adrian Blair, CEO of

straight away rather than waiting months to see submitted invoices.

*

Map your processes and let technology do the heavy lifting. Once you’ve
mapped out the services you will offer – from core accounting and VAT, to payroll

paperless platform Receipt Bank.

and HR – identify a stack of software for each process. This might mean a cloud-

Today’s financial software, cloud

based general ledger, payroll solution or reporting app. This may also differ

accounting and innovative apps

between clients and industries. Ultimately, technology is there to make your life

allow practitioners to serve clients

easier. So automate any non-value adding tasks and make sure each link in the

with support and expert advice that

chain is connected so that information can be transferred seamlessly.

together equate to being a virtual,
dedicated FD, but at a fraction of
the usual cost to their business. This

A full virtual FD service will not be

The key to a successful virtual FD

virtual FD acts as a part-time, objective

right for every client (see box on facing

service is quality and consistency.

business specialist – a real-time adviser

page for the signs that a client may

If your service and processes give

enabled by cloud technology.

be ready for a virtual FD), but a basic

genuine value to your clients, time and

Typically, a virtual FD service will offer

version can work extremely well for

time again, it will be that much easier

core accounting services, including cash

even sole-trader clients. A low-cost

to scale up and grow.

and accounts payable management,

baseline package that simply captures

financial close management and

data and extracts it for bookkeeping

possible by technology, at its centre

monthly dashboard reporting. But it

simplifies the administrative process

is a very human adviser and a business

also frees up practitioners’ time to offer

for client and accountant. Some of the

relationship that clients will genuinely

additional services such as budgeting

essential things for clients to consider

value.

and flux analysis, equity management,

when deciding a virtual FD service are

and payroll and HR services.

highlighted in the box above.

While the virtual FD is made

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist

Content sponsored by Receipt Bank, the market-leading pre-accounting app helping
accountants and bookkeepers to work smarter. Find out more at receipt-bank.com.
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Virtual checklist
Is your client ready for a virtual FD? They
will be if they are:

*

a start-up that has recently
raised money

*
*
*

audited, or ready for their first audit

*

in need of accruals-based or

*
*

reporting monthly to investors

*

a team of 15 or more employees.

in need of complex reconciliations
facing difficulty managing cashflow
and/or receivables
UK GAAP reporting
showing an annual turnover of
£1m or more
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The view from

£480m

Mat Dawson FCCA, strategic finance manager, treasury
and pensions, at the Tri-borough councils
I’m only a few months into

My current challenges

The amount councils in London have

my role, so I’m having to

include the interest rate

saved per year on adult social care,

learn three of everything,

environment. Historical

between 2015/16 and 2017/18.

one for each council

low rates have resulted in

Source: State of Adult Social Care in

[Westminster, Kensington &

a totally different attitude

London

Chelsea, and Hammersmith

to borrowing – having to

& Fulham]. My days are

balance attractive long-

Code of Audit Practice

spent monitoring markets,
overseeing three treasury strategies and

term pricing against the
cost of carry is the new normal.

The National Audit Office has launched

watching developments in the Local

a public consultation on its proposed

Government Pension Scheme (LGPS).

I wouldn’t change a thing about the

update of the Code of Audit Practice,

There are daily and weekly tasks for

environment at Westminster; it’s the

which comes into effect in April next

treasury; pension fund duties tend to

most vibrant I’ve experienced. If I was

year. The code sets out what auditors

run in quarterly cycles and we report

granted one wish it would be for a

of local public bodies such as councils

annually. I’m primarily responsible for

simpler LGPS that employee members

and NHS trusts must do to comply with

treasury – cashflow, investment and

could easily understand.

the Local Audit and Accountability Act

borrowing. I’ve also got a governance

2014. Gareth Davies, head of the NAO,

and scrutiny role for the pension funds.

said: ‘The new Code of Audit Practice

My advice to others is don’t think
you have to be good at, or enjoy,

is an important opportunity to refocus

I have a fantastic network of finance

everything because it’s almost certain

local audit: offering robust assurance,

professionals, consultants, fund

you won’t. Public speaking doesn’t

transparency and accountability for

managers, brokers, banks and

phase me, but the prospect of having

local taxpayers on how well their money

government departments. Our area of

to uncover and correct a system glitch

is being spent. The code will bring a

the business is so fundamentally different

fills me with unparalleled terror. Many

greater emphasis on value for money

from the main council functions that an

accountants are the exact opposite. You

and aims to ensure auditors report in a

external community network is essential

do need the broad exposure early on in

more timely and impactful way.’

in being able to understand, interpret

your career to figure this stuff out.

Charities breaches

and deliver what is asked of you.
The culture of public service is one

Half of all charities in England and

of sharing. Our reporting is publicly

Wales fail to meet the required scrutiny

available but much more than that,

requirement, and this rises to just over

virtually without exception, we make

a third of smaller charities with income

sure that we take time out to help each

below £250,000 a year. Three-quarters
of larger charities, with income above
£1m, meet the audit or external
scrutiny benchmark. The Charity
Commission for England and Wales said
that it was ‘concerned’. For more details
on the benchmark and respective
criteria, see page 51.

Don’t think you
have to be good at,
or enjoy, everything
because it’s
almost certain that
you won’t

other along the way.
Studying for my ACCA exams was the
first time I felt true pressure. I learned a
lot about myself and to build productive
work skills. The recognition I receive
from colleagues in other industries
shows the respect employers hold for
ACCA members.
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The colour of money
As a string of recent high-profile cases have demonstrated, public institutions face
difficult ethical decisions when it comes to engaging with potential sponsors
Harvey Weinstein promised US$5m to

US$800,000 from his foundations

Culture Unstained, argues: ‘As concern

the University of Southern California’s

over 20 years. The university has since

about the climate crisis intensifies,

School of Cinematic Arts as an

apologised and is now undertaking a

BP sponsorship has, rightly, provoked

endowment for women filmmakers.

review of its donor programme.

intense criticism, to the point where one

As allegations surfaced about the

72

Ethical decision-making is complex.

of the judges of the National Portrait

Hollywood producer’s sexual abuse of

Climate activists, for example, argue

Gallery’s BP Portrait Award felt moved to

women, the university decided that this

that energy companies should be

speak out, and a British Museum trustee

was one gift it could do without.

shunned like tobacco companies. In

resigned over the issue.’

Jeffrey Epstein – a convicted sex

June, the actor Mark Rylance ended

offender who killed himself in August

his long-standing association with the

Moral dilemmas

while awaiting trial for child sex trafficking

Royal Shakespeare Company because

Worth says that careful due diligence

– was also generous. The Massachusetts

of BP’s sponsorship. Jess Worth,

within the framework of an ethical

Institute of Technology received

co-director of ethical pressure group

fundraising policy could have predicted
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A spokesman for the university says:

and avoided the reputational damage

to an opioid epidemic in the US. The

that cultural institutions part-way

company, which denies all allegations,

‘All major prospective donors are

through BP contracts are now having to

faces multiple lawsuits in the US and

carefully considered by the university’s

grapple with.

filed for bankruptcy as AB went to

committee to review donations

press. In February, the US photographer

under the university’s guidelines

increased in recent years, and charities

Nan Goldin – who was once addicted

for acceptance. The committee

should view this as an opportunity to

to OxyContin – threatened to withdraw

considers the sources of an individual’s

make sure their values are coherent

from her show at the National Portrait

or organisation’s wealth and may

across all of their operations, and

Gallery if it accepted a £1m donation

reconsider a donor in the light of new

improve their transparency and

from the Sackler Trust, which was set up

information. The university monitors

accountability,’ she adds. BP, meanwhile,

by Theresa Sackler, the widow of Purdue

significant developments in the public

says that it ‘is one of the most significant

Pharma’s former CEO, Mortimer Sackler.

domain and the committee considers

corporate investors in UK arts and

The museum and trust subsequently

donors when potential donations are

culture’ and this ‘is part of the company’s

‘jointly agreed not to proceed at this

brought to their attention.’

wider contribution to society’.

time’ with the donation. A number

‘Scrutiny over ethical funding has

of other UK museums and galleries,

Proceed with caution

decisions in an environment of

including Tate, also decided to sever ties

So, how should public institutions

constrained public finances; last year,

with the trust, which has now suspended

ensure that their funding decisions will

for example, Arts Council England was

new donations.

not create ethical issues? The Institute

UK arts organisations face difficult

forced to cut its budget to 2022 by

Outside the UK, New York’s

of Fundraising advises that donations

£156m. This dilemma was illustrated by

Guggenheim Museum also decided

should only be refused ‘in exceptional

the recent row over donations linked

to cease all donations from charities

circumstances’. These include where

to US pharmaceutical company Purdue

associated with Sackler family members

the gift is a proceed of crime; where

Pharma, which manufactures OxyContin,

linked to OxyContin: the institution had

acceptance would be detrimental to

an opioid prescription drug that is

received US$9m over 20 years, US$7m of

achieving the charity’s purposes – for

widely held responsible for contributing

which has supported the Sackler Center

example, by causing other donors,

for Arts Education. Meanwhile, in Paris,

staff or volunteers to quit; or where the

the Louvre removed the Sackler name

donor lacks the capacity to take the

from its building. (Jean-Luc Martinez, the

decision. But, it adds, charities should

Donations from philanthropists are

museum’s president, said that this was

have clear policies and processes;

of great significance to the arts, as

due to a museum policy limiting grants

ultimately, they have an obligation to

can be seen from the size of other,

naming rights to 20 years.)

know their donors.

Philanthropy giants

uncontroversial gifts. Chuck Feeney, a

In June, Oxford University – which

In its report Due diligence processes

pioneer of duty-free retailing, has given

has also benefited from Sackler

for potential donations, the UK’s

US$8bn via The Atlantic Philanthropies

funding – accepted £150m from the

National Audit Office warns trustees to

to good causes, including investing

founder and chief executive of private

exercise care. ‘Donations carry unique

US$570m in Northern Ireland. Also in

equity firm Blackstone, Stephen

risks as a source of income and there

the US, construction and insurance

Schwarzman, to create a humanities

have been high-profile cases of the

entrepreneur Eli Broad and his wife

centre with a remit including the

damage that can be caused if these

Edythe have given US$4bn to health,

role of ethics in artificial intelligence.

risks are not well managed,’ it says.

education and the arts, and have

Schwarzman has donated large sums

High-risk donors include tobacco

been major donors to the Los Angeles

to education, although not without

manufacturers, arms dealers and the

Museum of Contemporary Art.

controversy. Blackstone’s business

adult entertainment industry, it warns.

Technology entrepreneur Li Ka-shing

model in real estate has been criticised

Public institutions face increasing

– Hong Kong’s wealthiest person – has

for contributing to the global housing

pressure to raise private money. But if

donated HK$25bn (£2.6bn) worldwide

crisis, and he has made his money

they do, they can expect to be slammed

and founded Shantou University in

by restricting businesses at costs of

if the donor’s reputation turns sour.

mainland China.

redundancies and other hardships for
employees, among other controversies.

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Futureproof
Recent enhancements to the ACCA Qualification – in particular, digital content and
delivery – have been made to keep it future-fit, as Judith Bennett explains
The ACCA Qualification is

and to maintain that position,

and data analytics, for

continually evolving, and

financial professionals need

example. We introduced a

in recent years there have

a thorough understanding

new data analytics unit for

been important digital

of data and data analysis

the Ethics and Professional

changes introduced to the

as well as familiarity with

Skills module in April so

ACCA Qualification.

the sophisticated digital

students think about how

The changes are a direct

tools that collect, clean and

information is held, used and

response to ACCA’s major

analyse the vast quantity of

managed, including their

research programme into

data that is generated by

responsibilities in light of

what the future holds for

modern businesses.

increasing data regulation.

professional accountants.

The changes introduced to
the qualification have been

digital skills are developed

significant drivers of change

specifically designed – with

is through our digital exams.

to 2025 and revealed a clear

the input of employers –

The computer-based exam

demand from employers

to make sure that ACCA

(CBE) format offers students

for a collection of technical

members and students are

a clear opportunity to gain

knowledge, digital skills

prepared and in demand

practical experience of

and abilities, as well as

from the moment they enter

using digital tools and skills.

professional behaviour

the workplace.

Students will therefore be
immersed in a reflection

and qualities.

Going digital

of their future working

ACCA Qualification

The latest changes mean that

environment when they

evolves as business itself is

students will develop digital

are asked to make use of

transformed by the onward

skills in two distinct ways.

digital tools that finance

march of digital technology.

The first is direct learning

professionals use on a daily

Digital skills – including

through content, with the

basis, completing their

the awareness of emerging

exams testing knowledge of

exams using spreadsheets

digital technology as well as

financial systems, blockchain

and word processing tools.

It is essential that the

We are continuing to

the application
of existing

expand our use of digital

journey throughout the

technology – are

assessment – a format

whole qualification. CBEs

essential to the

that is already in place

for Strategic Professional

with all the main applied

will begin to replace paper-

skills exams now tested

based exams from March

through the computer-

2020, initially in selected

based approach. And from

cities across the UK, Ireland

next year digital exams

and the Czech Republic.

will be introduced for the

More countries will join

Strategic Professional

the programme over the

stage of the qualification,

following months and years.

success of a
modern finance
professional. The
finance function
has become
the engine of
decision-making
and strategy
within an

Students will be
immersed in a
reflection of their
future working
environment
when they use the
digital tools

organisation –

74

The second way in which

The research identified the

providing students with
a seamless digital exam

The CBE format embeds
the practical use of
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ACCA’s priority is to keep

techniques, the impact of

digital technology in the

format is replacing, and

examination and qualification

this is supported by the

members’ skills relevant

financial technology (fintech),

process. Students taking

experiences of members and

and current, wherever

and initial coin offerings as a

CBEs will be required to

students who have taken the

they are in the world and

source, or new way, of raising

use relevant digital tools to

exams in recent months.

wherever they work. That’s

finance.

deliver their answers to real-

The world is constantly

AB

why students and members

evolving, and that means the

have the opportunity, via

Judith Bennett is ACCA’s

Through our extensive

qualification must too. We

our offering, to learn about

director – professional

exam development process,

review all elements of the

computer assisted audit

qualifications.

we can ensure that we are

qualification and our CPD

testing to the same rigorous

programme every year to

world case studies.

standards as the paper-

ensure it remains relevant as

based exams that the CBE

technology evolves.

More information
To read more about ACCA’s CBE approach to the Strategic
Professional paper, visit bit.ly/ACCA-stratprofCBE.
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Events update
ACCA has a broad programme of over 200 events and webinars, providing you with
CPD, valuable technical updates and excellent networking opportunities
Professional courses

perspectives. At this
event, she will share her

Charity finance conference

experiences and top tips

18 October

to ensure you are not the

Birmingham, £269

weakest link in the chain.

7 CPD units
ACCA UK’s annual charity

Gatwick: the impact on

finance conference provides

the local economy

an excellent opportunity

22 October

to keep up to date with

London, free

the latest developments

1 CPD unit

and best practice within

Head of community

the sector; it also allows

engagement at Gatwick

delegates to network with

Alison Addy will discuss how

other professionals outside

the airport works for the

the office environment.

local community and the

Pass it on

plan for sustainable growth.

You may have noticed the #PassItOn hashtag on ACCA’s social

Events

media posts recently. Wondering what it is?
Ethics and sustainability

Have you been to an ACCA event that was really engaging,

RNLI Tour and dinner

at Lush

attended a CPD course that really made an impact or know

10 October

24 October

someone who completed an ACCA apprenticeship that

Poole, £24

Birmingham, £10

opened the door to new opportunities? Our ‘recommend’

3 CPD units

2 CPD units

campaign is all about recommending ACCA in far more ways

Enjoy the tour of the

Cosmetics chain Lush

than you’d think. So if there’s something about ACCA that

RNLI all-weather centre

prides itself on its strong

you’d love to share, simply #PassItOn.

followed by a brief talk

ethical and environmental

by a local volunteer and

principles. Join its FD

ACCA member on how the

Kim Coles FCCA at Lush’s

these in a programme

TwentyTwo Agency) and

RNLI contributes towards

Birmingham store for

inspired by Guy Pearson’s

Aynsley Damery (software

a sustainable environment

a Q&A, and dive into

personal journey of starting,

platform Clarity).

by making savings on our

how these principles are

growing, scaling and exiting

carbon footprint. There will

shaping the global business

his own accounting firm,

also be a three-course meal.

and role of the finance team.

Interactive Accounting – a

*
*
*
*

cloud-only accounting firm

76

Secrets of ethical hacking

Start, grow, merge or sell

that grew from zero to £2m

21 October

5 CPD units

in fees in four years. We’ll

Glasgow, free

ACCA has teamed up

also explore marketing,

2 CPD units

with Practice Ignition

with sessions led by

During her career as an

to deliver a roadshow

Amanda Watts (consultancy

‘ethical hacker’, Lorraine

focusing on four key stages

Mills has experienced

of an accounting firm’s

hacking from many different

lifecycle. We’ll delve into

*
*

Manchester, 17 October
Glasgow, 18 October
Birmingham, 21 October
Southampton,
22 October
London, 23 October
Cardiff, 24 October

Visit bit.ly/prac-ignit to
register.

AB

More information
Find out more at events.accaglobal.com
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In focus
Insights about how to address ethical dilemmas can be gleaned by viewing
different scenarios through the eyes of film-makers
complex and jargon-filled

online small print for a day:

quarterly theme ‘the

subject, including defining

‘By placing an order via this

feeling disturbed. While

power of ethics’, ACCA

the term ‘hacking’ – first

website, you agree to grant

governments and enterprises

has reviewed a number of

coined back in 1955 in the

us a non-transferable right

need a certain level of

films that showcase real-life

monthly minutes of MIT’s

to claim, now and for ever

information about their

ethical challenges. Here

model railway club. Members

more, your immortal soul.’

citizens and customers to

are a couple of highlights

were told to turn the power

It was an April Fool’s Day

protect and serve them

(see accaglobal.com/

off to avoid blowing a fuse

joke, but 7,000 people fell

properly, you may well

powerofethics to find more).

when ‘working on or hacking’

for it. You can hardly blame

conclude that they have

the club’s electrical system.

them, though – it has been

gone too far.

Overwhelmed

The stakes have certainly got

estimated it would take a

The Defenders (go to

higher since then.

month every year to read

stream the film) takes a

Soul stealers

behind-the-scenes look at

Terms and Conditions

four notorious cyber attacks

May Apply exposes the

and champions those with

erosion of online privacy

the job of keeping institutions

and what information

safe from the evolving threat.

governments and

The 2014 cyber attack on

taking from citizens

North Korea by the FBI) was a

each day. (The first

game-changer, and resulted

500 ACCA members

in the company releasing the

who view the film on

film The Interview as a digital

the Vimeo platform at

download only. ‘The next

bit.ly/Vimeo-TC before

war will be fought without a

31 October can use the code

single bullet being fired, with

ACCADISCOUNT to get a

one country shutting down

50% discount.)

average user agrees.

It is a compelling and

Frank Heidt, CEO at

country,’ warns Sanjay Sarma,

deeply unsettling film,

Leviathan Securities,

vice president for open

packed with details that will

uses the old amphibian

learning at MIT, in the film.

have you exclaiming under

metaphor: ‘Put a frog in

your breath.

boiling water and turn the

Like accountants, cyber
defenders rarely get credit

We’re all guilty of blindly

heat up slowly, and it won’t

for keeping society and its

ticking boxes that say

know it’s boiling to death.

systems ticking over. Only

we agree to terms and

We’ve been opting in to

when something goes wrong

conditions when buying a

all this a centimetre at

do they hit the headlines –

product online or booking

a time, but pretty soon

for all the wrong reasons.

a flight. In 2009, the UK’s

we’ll look behind us

GameStation store inserted

and wonder how we

the following sentence in its

got here.’

The film does a good job
of giving an insight into a

Dean Gurden, journalist

corporations are legally

Sony Pictures (blamed on

the power grid in another

AB

everything to which the

bit.ly/The-Defenders to
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The film may leave you

To celebrate ACCA’s
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Certificate renewal
The process for ACCA members holding practising certificates in the UK and
Ireland to renew their membership opens this month
The process for renewing

you can request help at bit.

and we will send you an

renewal or pay the invoice

ACCA membership is now

ly/myACCA-password.

invoice for the fee once your

by 31 December 2019, you
will be subject to a late

underway. Members who

For firms, the nominated

renewal has been processed.

hold practising certificates

contact can renew by logging

All practising certificates

valid in the UK or Ireland

into bit.ly/my-ACCA using

will be issued electronically

fee of £65 in addition to

must now renew them

the firm’s ACCA reference

and sent to you by email.

the standard renewal fee

online. This facility will

number and passcode. This

be available from early

will be different from your

payment is submitted no

October.

own passcode. If you do not

later than 31 December 2019.

have your firm’s passcode

Cheques are not accepted.

renewal until the last

into their myACCA account

you can request help at

If you fail to submit your

minute.

at bit.ly/my-ACCA. You will

bit.ly/myACCA-password.

Individuals will need to log

need your membership

You can provide your

number and passcode. If you

credit/debit card details, or

do not have your passcode,

select the ‘invoice’ option

Please ensure your

renewal submission penalty

and may become liable to
disciplinary action.
Please do not leave your
AB

More information
Visit bit.ly/prac-cert-guidance. If you need help, email
authorisation@accaglobal.com or call +44 (0)141 534 4175.

Enhancing your team
With government increasing funding for apprenticeship training costs, now is a good
time to consider the benefits for your business
help with training needs.

We all know Brexit is

talent and upskill existing

Technician Level 4 now at

looming and will impact the

employees. More and more

£8,000, employers only

economy, and in the longer

businesses are catching on

have to pay £400 to train a

levy-paying business, levy

term the labour market. If

to what is essentially free

technician, or £1,050 to train

funds now expire monthly,

you’re in a business that

training to fill their skills gap.

an accountant with ACCA’s

on a ‘first in, first out’ basis.

finds recruitment difficult

And the government has

Level 7 apprenticeship.

You can still transfer up

already and you can’t find

implemented apprenticeship

Employers can also receive a

to 25% of your available

the right people with the

funding changes this

25% funding transfer from a

apprenticeship levy funds to

right skills, apprenticeships

year, now paying 95% of

big levy-paying business to

a small business too.

can be a simple and

apprenticeship training costs,

effective solution.

leaving employers to pay

Apprenticeships are an
easy, flexible and lowcost way to recruit fresh

only 5%.
With the training cost
for ACCA’s Accounting

For bigger apprenticeship

AB

More information
Browse our apprenticeship materials on LinkedIn (bit.ly/
ACCA-app-LI) or on ACCA’s website bit.ly/ACCA-appren. Or
email apprenticeships@accaglobal.com to learn more.
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Spreading the word

Promoting our profession is a great way of
giving something back – whether by mentoring
students, attending events or spreading the word
on social media, says Claire Bennison

Members, students and

passionate members who

about pursuing their

in order to create the next

ACCA staff all come

are eager to give something

qualification with ACCA.

generation of professional

to the profession with

back. That inspires people

It raises aspirations and

accountants. This is crucially

their own experiences,

to consider accountancy

ensures we continue to

important at a time when we

their own motivations,

as a career and to think

attract the talent we need

need to engage with young

their own ambitions.
They are all different.
But they share common

Virtual advocacy

characteristics: they are

Alastair Barlow FCCA, who runs flinder, a small practice in London, is an eager advocate for

motivated and curious, have

ACCA and the profession. ‘We’re a forward-thinking, creative firm and we’re always striving to

a generosity of spirit and

find new ways to engage with potential recruits to the profession, and to tell the world just how

want to help others.

much accountants and accountancy can offer,’ he says. ‘To get your message out you have to be

That is why the concept
of advocacy is so important.

a disruptor. We’re willing to try new ideas and to experiment.’
ACCA wanted to showcase the attractiveness of the profession and the fantastic opportunities

Promoting the profession,

across small practices that have adopted technology and approached flinder to help. Barlow

championing ACCA, and

invited social media influencer Sherice Banton into the business, where she broadcast a live-

supporting fellow members

stream video on the benefits of working in a practice via the video-hosting app TikTok. Her

and students are more than

video quickly attracted 300,000 views, 1,000 comments and 100,000 likes.

acts of benevolence; these

‘You don’t know for sure how much impact that has straight away,’ said Alastair. ‘But we know

activities are also essential to

that thousands of people know more about ACCA and accountancy in a small firm now than

the reputation, growth and

they did before, and those ripples of awareness spread out into the world.

success of ACCA.
Advocacy creates a

‘I also know that our team loved the day. It created plenty of energy and a buzz around the
place, and it was a lot of fun to do.’

virtuous circle. We have

80
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people to bring new skills

ACCA’s engagement work.

to the profession, especially

‘They serve as the eyes and

Student advocacy

technological skills.

ears of ACCA locally,’ he

Becky Hennessey is a management accountant at Coventry

says, ‘and as a conduit for

University and ACCA student juggling the demands of work

have experience of the

channelling information

and family life. Sensing that she wasn’t the only student who

profession is incredibly

between the leadership

might be feeling under pressure, she joined up with ACCA

powerful. It opens up the

team and members on

students Natalie Adele and Alana Fraser to launch a Facebook

thoughts of those who do

the ground, wherever they

group where people could swap advice, ask questions and

not have access to social

are. They help ACCA to

share moral support. It links more than 1,500 ACCA students

capital in their own networks

implement its strategy in

across the UK and has won an the editor’s choice award from

to a career in accountancy,

local markets and to engage

PQ magazine for services to student support.

and supports those who are

with other stakeholders

embarking on the journey to

such as employers, schools,

engage those new to membership, inspired by her experience

stay motivated.

learning providers and

supporting students.

Hearing from those who

It’s also incredibly satisfying
for the people who advocate

potential students.
‘We owe so much to

for ACCA. There is a value

members who give a lot of

in feeling part of something

their own time and expertise

Since qualifying, Natalie has started up a new site to

The group – and others like it – is run by and for members
and students, and ACCA staff are working to support them to
take it to the next level.

bigger than
ACCA marketing executive

yourself, and
there is a power
that comes from
the knowledge
that you are part
of a network
of like-minded
professionals
around the world.

Many forms
Advocacy across

There is a value
in feeling part of
something bigger
than yourself and
a feeling of power
from being part of
a network of likeminded people

World of opportunity

Adam Lipman and his

There’s a world of

colleagues nurture the spirit

opportunity out there, and

of advocacy that springs

there are so many great

from members’ efforts,

stories and messages to

including via ACCA’s Leaders

share about the work we do.

of Tomorrow initiative,

It is so uplifting to hear

which brings together 120

about members who are

ambitious members from

proud to act as advocates

across the UK in a regular

and ready to celebrate

forum to promote ACCA and

everything that is good

the profession.

about ACCA and our

ACCA takes

They are also ahead of

many forms

their time for a professional

profession.
It is exactly that kind

– supporting students,

to advance ACCA and the

body in the way they use

of culture, character and

mentoring new members,

profession.’

social media. ‘We work

energy that makes ACCA

with a network of Instagram

so special, and so attractive

and networking across all

More often, on a day-

levels. It can be formal – for

to-day level, advocacy is

influencers across the

for ambitious, dedicated

example, serving on ACCA

informal. Members might

country to bang the drum

and passionate people who

panels, committees and

visit schools to talk to

for ACCA and accountancy,’

want to join a profession

networks at a local or global

students about accountancy,

says Lipman. ‘We also curate

that makes a difference in

level, or representing fellow

or it could be as simple as

resources and pass on advice

the world.

members and professionals

a chat with someone who

to members who advocate

in public consultations.

is considering their first

for ACCA and the profession

Claire Bennison is head of

career step. We might never

in the community.’

ACCA UK.

John Weston, ACCA’s
head of member advocacy

get to hear about many of

and satisfaction, points to

those kinds of activity, but

the members’ panels and

we know that they go on all

committees around the

the time (see boxes for more

world that play a vital role in

examples).

AB

More information
Find useful resources at bit.ly/ACCA-adv-mentor and and
watch the ACCA webinar ‘An introduction to mentoring’ at
bit.ly/ACCA-mentorweb.
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Ethics first

Director of brand and
corporate reputation
Chris Quick
chris.quick@accaglobal.com

ACCA is putting ethics top of the agenda in a campaign to
highlight its crucial relationship to business success
The power of ethics has
never been greater.

critical relationship between
professional ethics and

identify and adapt to digital

business success includes

clear. Consumers and

advances such as the use

a webinar, reviews of

governments are sharpening

of artificial intelligence,

ethics-related films, video

their focus on ethical

which bring with them

interviews of global CEOs

and sustainability issues.

new challenges to the

(in partnership with the

Buying habits are changing.

professional ethical stance.

Carnegie Council for Ethics)

The drivers for this are

Regulations are tightening.

82

Meanwhile, if they are to
survive, businesses must

For this year’s Global

and a strong focus on

And the impact of businesses

Ethics Day, on 16 October,

ethical content in our annual

on society is under more

ACCA has created a range of

Accounting for the Future

scrutiny than it has ever been

tools to support members’

conference (see page 9).

from the media, consumers,

learning and development

governments and their

on this crucial topic. Our

visit accaglobal.com/

own employees.

three-month focus on the

powerofethics.

For more information,
AB
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Gearing up
Renault Retail FD Scott Kilbourne
on getting Brexit-ready

One year on

GDPR non-compliance
bombshell for businesses

Fees unfreeze
Big Four call time on audit
cost overruns

Voted UK’s #1 CRM and Practice Management Software
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatically generated task lists (as above)
Onboard clients instantly
Automate all records & requests
Easy client management & audit trail
Share docs & get e-signatures
Everything you need, wherever you are

Sign up for your free 30-day trial
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